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FOREWORD
The dcveAopmcnt of this computer progr_-- referred to as
OPTIH -- was ._upported under NASA Contract No. NASl-15497_by
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. The project technical
monitors were Samuel. A. Morello, Kathy H. Samms_ and Robert E. Shanks.
At AMA, Inc., the project manager wa_ John A. Sorensen, with
on_lnt.ering support provided by M_lrk H. WatL, rs. The project pro-
gr_tnmlet's wt, re H_triantle N. Ktdder_ Qttyet_ T.L. Nguyen_ and Leda C.
P_| t IlIO l'e •
tH"l'lFt is _m extensive modification of an original progr_tm
developed by Heinz Erzberger .'rod Homer Q. Lee of NASA Ames Rese.trel:
Center. 'l't, chntcnl discu_sions with Dr. Erzberger and Mr. Lee nre
gratefully _lckuowlodged. Also..ttggestions for program tmprovemet_t
bv FI._. S_uBnI_ _tnd t_ther members of the NASA L_tngley Re,_eareh Center
_taff h_tvo boet_ grt, llCIv :l|_prct'iltted.
This 1,1_oI"'_ Guido describes the program input, program out-
put, _lnd gcuor.iI org_lnizntion. Appendix A prt,sent._ the techniclll
mntol'i,ll tt|_Oll which tire program is boscd. Appendix B presontt_ a
brief t, xpl_matiot_ of o_leh oi the progrnm ..lubrouttnes.
i
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IINTRODUCTION
This document is a technical description and a user's guide for a
computer program -- called OPTIM -- which is used to design near optimum
vertical profiles for turbojet powered aircraft. Speclfically, the program
generates a profile of altitude, airspeed, and flight path angle as a function
of range between a given set of origin and destination points for particular
models of transport aircraft provided by NASA. Inputs to the program include
the vertical wind profil_, the aircraft takeoff weight, the costs of time
and fuel, certain constraint parameters and control flags. The profile can
be near optimum in the sense of minimizing: (a) fuel, (b) time, or (c) a
combination of fuel and time (direct operating cost (DOC)). The user can
also, as an option, specify the length of time the flight is to span. The
theory behind the technical details of this program appears in Appendix A.
OPTIM is an adaptation and an extensive modification of another program
developed by Dr. Heinz Erzberger and Mr. Homer Lee of NASA Ames Research
Center for the IBM 360 computer. The present program has been modified
to operate on the NASA Langley Research Center CDC 6600 and PDP 11/70
computers.
A companion program, has been constructed which takes the output of
OPTIM as input. This companion program -- called TRAGEN -- simulates an
aircraft steered to follow the profile generated by OPTIM. The user's guide
for TRAGEN appears as a separate document [i].
OPTIM has the following applications:
I. It can determJne how much fuel consumption and operating costs can
be reduced by flying an optimum path rather than a reference tra-
Jectory specified in the pilot's handbook.
2. It serves as a benchmark for evaluating sub-optimum algorithms.
3. It can be incorporated into an airline's flight planning system.
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It can be incorporated into advanced automatic air tr_fflc control
so ftware.
It serves as the basis for___he_design of an advanced flight manage-
ment system.
It can be used to assess the advantage of alternate engines or
aerodynamic changes on air transport operatlr_g costs.
The chapters in this document are organized as follows:
i. Chapter II explains the meaning of input variables required to run
the program.
2. Chapter III explains the meaning of program output variables and
options.
3. Chapter IV presents a subroutine layout and flowcharts explaining
the basic organization of the program.
4. Appendix A briefly summarizes the theory behind the OPTIM program.
5. Appendix B explalnm the purpose of each of 0PTIM's subroutines and
functions.
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INPUT DESCRIPTION
To run OPTIM requires up to six il _ut cards and up to three designated
data files. The meanings of the variables on the input cards are given
first. The program uses Unit 5 as the card input source.
Card 1
This card is the header that appears at the beginuing of the run.
input has an 8AlO format.
The
Card 2
This card consists of ten integer variables used as flags to control
the operation of the program, The input numbers are right-Justifled and
have a 2014 format. They are:
ICTAB ICOUT IPRINT IVPI ININD ICALT ISPI24T IGRAF IAC
IDCC.
The meaning of each of these variables is as follows:
ICTAB In generating the climb and descent portions of the profile,
the program uses a table of optimum cruise conditions. This
table, called the "Cruise Table", gives the optimum cruise
altitude and airspeed as a function of cruise weight. The
program uses the results of this table to produce boundary
conditions for the optimization process. The program has
the option of generating a new cruise table or using a cruise
table generated by a previous run. A new table should be
generated either if a different aircraft model (aerodynamic and
cuisine data), wind profile, aircraft heading, temperature
variation, or cost penalty on time or fuel is used. Values of
ICTAB are:
ORIGINAl. ?AGE _
OF POOR QUALITY
ICOUT
ICTAB = 2:
Causes the calculation of a new cruise table.
Uses an existing cruise table to be read in
from Unit 8.
Time-of-arrlval fixed (create new cruise tables).
Creating a cruise table when cruise altitude is free to
vary is time consuming. (See input option ICALT). Free
altitude optimization runs may take up to ten times as long
as fixed altitude runs because of this calculation. It is
therefore advisable to save (option ICOUT) and reuse old
cruise tables whenever possible for free altitude runs
(ICALT = 0 or 3). It is not possible, however, to save
or reuse fixed altitude or time-of-arrival cruise tables.
This option controls the writing of a cruise table on Uni_ 8.
It is only operative during free cruise altitude runs. The
user is responsible for saving Unit 8 output in a permanent
file after completion of a run, for rewinding it between
runs, and for recovering before a new run. Values of ICOUT
are:
ICODT = 0; Do not write cruise t_ble on Unit 8.
ICOUT = i: Do write cruise table on Unit 8.
IPRINT This flag is used to control the amount of printout during
the program computation process. Values of IPRINT are:
IPRINT = O: Normal mode (see Chapter III, for output description)
IPRINT = i: Extra printout included. This produces detailed
output useful for debugging cruise table
calculations. Some familiarity with the program
is necessary in order to use this output.
IPRINT : 2: Less printout (input, cruJse table summary, summary
of flight parameters (time, distance, fuel) for
each climb and descent iteration, optimum profile
summary).
IPRINT = 3: Minimum printout (input, cruise tabl_ su_mary_
summary of flight parameters for optimum profile.)
IVPI
ORIC!F:_L F:_CE IS
OF POOR Q_ALITY
To determine the optimum profiles, the user has the option
of using airspeed as the control variable (with thrust fixed)
or both airspeed and thrust as control variables. If thrust
is fixed, it is set to the maximum value for climb and to the
minimumvalue (idle throttle) during descent. Using _ con-
trols gives slightly better performance trajectories in terms
of lower overall cost. However, for short-haul operations,
the profile shape can be substantially different, as shown in
Appendix A. Values of IVPI are:
IVPI = O: Optimize using only airspeed as a control. -
IVPI = i: Optimize using both airspeed and thrust as
controls.
IWIND An arbitrary wind profile can be read in on Unit 7. It
gives the wind speed and heading as a function of altitude
(above sea level). Values of IWIND are:
IWIND = 0: No wind used.
IWIND = I: Input wind profile varies with altitude but
is constant over the entire range of flight.
(See description of input wind data, p. 9 ).
IWIND = 2: Separate wind profiles are input for climb,
cruise and descent portions of the flight.
]CALT The program has the option to generate a three-part profile
(consisting of cl]mb-crulse-descent) or a two-part profile
(consisting of cruise- descent) with or without fixed cruise
altltude. An optiozL__to_add_.a_step climb segment during
cruise is alqo avai].ble. The values of ICALT arc;
ICALT = 0: Three-part profile with a fret cruise altitude.
ICALT = l: Three-part profile with fixed cruise altitude.
WoLth this option, if [he input range is rot long
enough to allow the alrcraft to clzmb to and
descend from the it_put crt_ise alti=ude, a
feasible altitude will be sought, %he final
altitude will be some multiple of 2000 feet les3
than the input altitude.
ICALT = 2: Three-part profile with fixed cruise altitude
and step climb. The program will assume a
4000 foot climb at maximum thrust after attain-
mL,nt of the flxed-cruise altitude. The optimum
OR'_GBqAL ?t_._E iS
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ISPI2_T
IGRAF
distance into cruise at which the step climb
starts is solved for along with the other
optimization variables,
ICALT = 3= Two-part profile with free cruise altitude.
Inltlal crulse weight and range-to-go are
input. OPTIM solves for the optimum initial
cruise altitude and airspeed in addition to
the rest of the profile.
ICALT = 4: Two-part profile with fixed cruise altitude.
Initial cruise weight, range-to-go, and
altitude are input. OPTIM solves for the
optimum cruise airspeed with altitude fixed.
ICALT = 5: ..... Two-part profile with flxed cruise altitude
and step climb. This option is similar to
ICALT = 2, except that the flight starts at
an input initial cruise weight and altitude.
This flag allows the user to remove the 250 kt indicated
airspeed limit below i0,000 ft. Values of ISPI/_T are:
ISPLMT = 0: No VIA S limit for altitude below i0,000 ft.
ISPLMT - i: 250 kt VIA S limit below I0,000 ft (nominal).
ISPLMT = 2: 250 kt V limit below 10,000 ft for descent only.
IAS
This flag controls the output of a data set containing the
optimum profile which is used for generating graphs and
as input to the TRAGEN program. The data set is output
on UNIT II. Values of IGRAF are:
IGRAF = 0: Do not write an output data set.
IGRAF = i: Write a data set using Unit ii.
IGRAF = 2: Write a data set using Unit Ii. Printer plots
are drawn for the four variables: Mach no.,
flight path angle, altitude and fuel versus range.
IGRAF > 2: A data set is written on unit ii. Printer
plots are generated for all variables.
%
IAC This flag is used to select which aircraft model to use to
generate the optimum flight profile. Current values of IAC
are:
FiS
_L ¸
I DCC
IAC = 2;
IAC " 3:
Nedium-range three-engine Jec transport air-
craft.
Hedium-rant *. two-en81ne Jet _ransport aircraft.
Descent may be constrained to a constant sink rate to ma_n-
tatn cabin pres._ur£zatton at a given differet_tial until cabin
pressure reaches sea level pressure. At present this differ-
etlttal is set aL 10 psi (pounds per square inch). The con-
slant sink rate is 500 it/rain. Values of IDCC are:
IDCC = 0" Ur,cons_rained descent
[DCC = I: Constrained descent.
'-T' _-.
Y "
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Card 3 (Optional)
This card has four real variables with format 8FlO. 2. It is used only
when a new cruise table is to be generated (ICTAB = 0 or 2 on Card I). The
variables are:
FC TC DTEMPK PSIG.
The meanings of these variebles are as follows:
FC This is the cost of Jet fuel in $/ib (e.g., 0.15).
TC This is the cost of time in $/hr (e ._L_O.00). Both
FC and TC are used in _he cost fur tlon which is minimized
by the program. If ttme-of-_rrlval is fixed, this variable
is ignored.
DTF_PK This is the temperature variation from sta_dard atmospheric
conditions In degrees Kelvin.
PSIG This i_ the aircraft ground heading in degrees. It is u_ed
along with the wind heading to compute aircraft heading with
respect to the atrmass.
Card 4 (Optional)
This card has three real variables with format 8F10.2. It is used
only when a new cruise tahle is to be generated (ICTAB = 0 or 2 on Card l).
The variables are:
f%
WEIGHT WN DEW.
ORIGINAL PA_E 15
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The meanings of these variables are as follows:
WEIGHT This is the maximum value that the welgh_ of the aircraft
can be in pounds (e.g., 150_000 lb). The first cruise table
will be generated at this weight.
WN This is the minimum value that the weight of the aircraft
can be in pounds (e.g., ii0,000 lb).
DEW This is the incremental cruise weight in pounds between each
table (e.g., 5,000 ib). Starting with WEICHT, a cruise table
will be generated for cruise weights of WEIG}IT, WEIGHT-DEW,
WEIGHT-2 DEW, etc., down to WN. A maximum of ten cruise
tables can be generated because of intarnal program array
dimensioning.
Card 5
This card has five real variables with format 8F10.2.
are:
The variables
WTO RANGE DEIN HCRUZ TEND.
The meanings of these variables are as follows:
WTO Aircraft takeoff we_sht for three-part profile or initial
weight for two-part profile in pounds (e.g., 136,000 ib).
NOTE: This value must be less than or equal to WEICHT of Card 4.
RANGE Range-to-go in nautical miles (e.g., 200 n.mi.).
DEIN Incremental specific energy in feet between points on tb_
optimum profile. As explained later in Appendix A, the
program uses an energy state method to generate the optimum
trajectory. Specific energy is the independent variable,
and varying the size of DEIN affects the smoothness and
accuracy of the generated profile. If DEIN is input as 0.,
it is set equal to a nominal value of 500 feet.
ri_r •
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This is the value of the flxed-cruise altitude (in feet)
that is used when ICALT is set o_her thau 0 or 3.
TEND This is the value of the desired tlme-of-arrlval (in seconds)
that is used when ICTAB is _et to 2.
Card 6
This card has four real variables with format 8FI0.2.
are:
HTO
VTO
HOLNDG
VOLNDG
The variables
Initial aircraft altitude in feet.
Initial indicated airspeed in knots.
Final aircraft al_itude in feet.
Final indicated airspeed in knots.
Note that if a cruise table already exists, only Cards i, 2, 5, and 6 are
required. An example of cards 2 through 5 is:
0 0 3 O O 2 i O 3
0.15 600, O. 90,
IO0000. 70000, 5000.
I00000, iO00. 500, ___3000.
O. 210. O, 210,
5000.
In addition to the card input, there are up to three data sets that
may be used by the program. These are:
Unit 7 - Wind Data (Optional)
This data set is used when IWIND is set to 1 or 2. The input consists
of the magnitude of the wind and the direction of its source as a
•function of altitude. The data
If IWIND = i, a single wind profile applicable to the entire flight is
read in. This profile consists of a set of n cards. Each card has four
variables.
HWIND(1) PSIN(1) VW(1) IE
There is one card for each T_],2, .... N, where N is the number of altitudes used
for a given wind profile. The meanfngs of these variables are:--
9 ]
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HWIND(1) Beginning (lowest) altitude at which direction PSIW(1)
and magnitude VW(1) apply. The program will interpolate
for values of PSIW and VW when using altitudes between
HWI_(1) and HWIND(I+I).
PSIW(1) Direction of the wind vector source in degrees (i.e., 270 °
represents a wind from the West).
VW(1) Magnitude of the wind vector in knots.
IE End-of-wind-table indicator. If IE = 0 the program will
expect to read further wind data. If IE = 1 the program
assumes that a complete wind table has been read in. Note
that when IE = I, the corresponding altitude should be equal
to or greater than any altitude the aircraft is expected to
reach.
If IWIND = 2, three wind profiles are read in, one each for climb, cruise,
and descent (in that order). Each profile is as described under IWIND = i.
Each profile must end with a non-zero value for IE.
Unlt 8 - Cruise Table Data
Data are generated by the program and written on Unit 8 when ICOUT is
set to I. Most of this data are also output to Unit 6 when IPRINT = 0.
Data generated during a previous run are read in from Unit 8 when ICTAB is
set to I; in this case, only the summary of the cruise table is output to
Unit 6. The cruise table data that are written on Unit 8 are as follows:
(the Format is 8E15.7 unless specified otherwise):
Line i:
Line 2:
FC, TC, DTEMPK, PSIA obtained from Card 2.
WUSE - aircraft cruise weight obtained in going from WEIGHT
to WN in steps of DEW as defined by Card 3.
Line 3: HALT
_AKIAS minimum drag airspeed - kt
FBIAS maximum cruise airspeed - kt
OPMIAS indicated airspeed - kt
=CO"
altitude - i0,000 to 40,000 ft (or to Hma x) in
steps of 1,000 ft.
1Optimum cruise con-ditions at altitudeH for minimum DOC
per n.mi.
%_i _
OPl_5
OPNAClt
EPRS
FDTOPT
FUELDI
true airspeed - kt
Hath
EPR setting
cost in $/n.mt. iX)
fuel flow rate for FDTOPT
ORIC;_.!._w (..
oFPco L::'•.•
V._..",LITy
Opti_lum cruise con-
ditions at altitude
H for minimum DOC
per n.mt.
These lines are repeated for altitude varying from Bmi n
to H
._6
Line 4: ENDATA -xu , code for end of a weight• set.
Line 5: HOPT optimum altitude where _ (FDTOPT from line 3)
is minimum•
OPTMAK optimum Hach (at IIOPT)
OPTIAS o_timum indicated airspeed - kt
OPTTAS optimum true airspeed - kt
EMCOST minimum - $/n.ml.
EPRT optimum EPR setting (at HOPT)
EOPT optimum cruise energy (at liOPT)
FUELDI optimum fuel flow rate.
An example of lines I-5 appears as an output table in Chapter III.
Lines 2-5 are repeated for each welgh_ from WEIGIIT to W_,Iin steps of DEW.
Line 6: ENDATA -I0 o, code for end of weight tables.
Line 7: IWMAX (Fo_mt 14) number of cruise tables
(= (WEIGHT-WN) /DEN) + 1.)
Line B: (DLI,DEE(I,J),DLLDEE(.2,J), J=l, 1NI_AX) - the coefficients
o[ the derivative of the optimum cost EMCOST as a function
of eoergy for each weight table.
Line 9: ws(1)
EOPTS (I)
ZMSTAZ(I)
HSTARS(I)
PISTRS(I)
ELAMBS(l)
VTASO'P( I )
PUELFIXI)
cruise weight - [b
optimum cruise er.ergy for WS(I) - ft
opti mttm Idach
optimum altitude - ft
optimum EPR
minimt_ cost - $/n.m[.
optimum true airspeed - kt
fuel flow rate _It PISTRS(1) - ib/hr.
Repeated for
I - I,IWMAX
II
III
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The output of OPTIM is lengthy, in tabular £orm, and generally self-
explanatory. This section presents one sample of each of several dlfferen_
types of output written to Unit 6. Thc quantity of this output is controlled
by =he input flag IPRINT. Unlc 8 (input flag ICOUT) and Unit ii (flag
IGRAF) can be used to store data sets for later use If desired.
A summary of the flags and input variables is printed at the beginning
of each run. Table i is an example of thls output.
The next table output is the vertical wind profile. This is printed
when there is a non-zero wind, and the flag IWIND is set to I or 2. An
example is presented here as Table 2.
The next output tables are the cruise tables. These are printed if
they are generated as part of the run. That is, if the flag ICTAB is set
to 0 or 2, new cruise tables are computed based on other input data.
Table 3a is an example of a cruise table for a cruise weight of I00000 lb.
Each column of this table is as defined on pp. i0-ii (in the explanation
of Llne 3, Unit 8). The format of the printed version varies slightly
from the format of the data set output to Unit 8.
If the cruise tables are not generated as part of the run, but read
in from Unit 8, then a table such as Table 3b is printed. This table pre-
sents the derivative of the cost per n.ml. (referred to as I) _ a func-
tion of change in the cruise energy. The coefficients of thls derivative
are shown for cruise weights from WN to WEIGHT in steps of DEW.
description, page 8).
(See input
Following Tables 3a or 3b is a summary of the optimum cruise condi-
tions for each of the distinct cruise weights in terms of minimum direct
operating costs. This table is obtained by interpolatJng the conditions
of each cruise table, such as Table 3a, tc determine the optimum altitude/
alrspeed/power setting combination for a glveu cruise weiBht. An example
of this summary table is shown as Table 4.
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Table 2. Vertical Wind MaRnitude and D_rectinn _s a Punctton
of Altitude. PSIW is direction of wind source.
OWIND DATA CLIMB
ALT(FT)r VW(KNOTS), VM(FT/SEC), PSIM(DEG)
O. 0.00 0.00 90.
40000. 25.00 42.20 90.
OWIND DATA CRUISE
ALT(FT)t UW(KHOTS), VN(FT/SEC)t PSIW(DEO)
O. 0.00 0.00 90.
40000. 50.00 84.39 90.
OWIND DATA DESCEND
ALT(FT)e VW(KNOTS), UN(FT/SEC)_ PSIW(DEO)
O. 0.00 0.00 90,
40000. 100.00 168.78 90.
0 AZRCRAFT HEADING : 90. DEG
After the summary table is printed, an estimate is made of the initial
cruise weight (takeoff weight minus fuel burned during c_Imb). This value
Js then used to generate a new llne of the cruise table based on inter-
polation. The result is printed out and is shown here as Table 5. The
variable LAMBDA from Table 5 is used as a key search variable in constructing
the optimum trajectory. This is explained in more detail in Appendix A.
After the first five tables are printed, the program goes Into an
interative search process to compute the optimum climb and descent portions
of the trajectory. The number of iterations varies and depends on the range
to be flown, whether a two or three-part trajectory is solved for, whether
optimization uses airspeed or airspeed/thrust as controls, and how close
to the desired range the final trajectory is supposed to be for conver-
gence, An example of the output given in tabular form for the climb
trajectory is shown in Table 6a.
The descent trajectory is computed backwards in time starting with
the estimated landing weight and ending with the final cruise conditions.
An example of this descent trajectory is shown as Table 6b.
A summary of the climb, cruise, and descent segments of a three&part
trajectory in terms of fuel, distance, time, cost and cost/n.ml, is printed
finally In the form of Table 7a. This table is the essence of the
program's output. It shows how ¢losu to the desired range the trajectory
came, and what total cost resulted. This table is used to rapidly compare
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Table 3b. Derivative of the Cruise Cost with Respec_ to
Cruise _ergy. (IPRtNT - 0 or k only)
OIL_N6_IIIOE • A | • 8 [_ |INNt*2
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190000,
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140000,'
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1300000
1Z50000
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Summary of OptlmumResults for a Climb-Crulse-
Descen_ Profile.
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Table 7b. Summary of Optimum Results for a Crulse-Descent
Profile.
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one run against another. An example of a two-part trajectory (cruise-
descent) is shown in Table 7b. Tables 7 are output for any value of
the printout flag IPRINT.
Table 8 is an example of the table of optimum trajectory variables
which may also be written to a data set for use in additional plotting
routines or for the program TRAGEN if IGRAF_ i. Note that this summary
shows GAMMA, which is the flight path angle with respect to the air mass,
rather than the FPTH shown in Tables 6a and 6b. FPTH is the flight
path angle with respect to the ground.
Table 9 is a summary of the cruise performance which is printed at
the end of each run in which a cruise section is prQduced. Table 9
shows the steady cruise-climb conditions every 100 n.mi. to cover the
expected range of the flight. Note that as fuel is burned off, the
optimum altitude rises, and the optimum power setting and cost per n.mi.
change. If cruise altitude is fixed, this will be indicated in the
various cruise tables. Table 9 may also be written to Unit 11.
Table I0 is an example of the step climb portion of the profile
calculated when step climb is included in the optimization.
Figures la-lb are examples of plots produced when IGRAF _ i.
Unit ii Output data set (optional) "
/
The variables which describe the optimum vertical profile followed
by the aircraft are written as output on Unit ii when IGRAF _ i. Printer
plots are also generated when IGP_F is greater _han i.
L
J
3÷.
The output data are used for two purposes: (a) they serve as in-
put to plotting routines so that a more convenient record of the data
thsn tabular listings can be obtained, and (b} they serve as input of
points on the nominal optimum _rajectory for the program TRAGEN described
in Ref. I.
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The _utput has up to six binary records of the form:
Record I: WORD, NWORD
WORD may be: CLIMB, CRUISE, OR DESCEND.
N'WORD is the number of points s_ored for the
specified flight segment.
Record 2: An NWORD by 12 matrix. For example, for Climb,
Record 2 contain_ for JCLIMB = I,..,NWORD:
CGRAF(JCLIMB,I) = E
CGRAF(JCLIMB,2) = J
CGRAF(JCLI_,3) = MACH
CGRAF(JCLIMB,4) : VTASK
CGRAF(JCLIMB,5) = GAMMA
CGRAF(JCLIMB,6) = FUELUZ
CGRAF(JCLI_ ,7) = EPR
CGRAF(JCLI_,8) = 0
CGRAF(JCLI_9) = TIME
CGRAF(JCLI,_,IO) : DIST
CGRAF(JCLIMB,II) : HDOT
CGRAF(JCLI_,_) : VIASK
Specific energy - ft
altitude - ft
Mach
true airspeed - kt
flight path angle - deg
fuel burned - _b
EPR se_ting
blank
time
range traveled
vertical rate
indlca_ed airspeed - kt
- sec
-. n. mi.
- ft/min
m
The same w_riabl_,s ar_, ,_torcd in IX_RAF (JDESCN,J) for the descent port••D,
and SGRAF for _hc cot,blued c_uisc and s_ep climb portions.
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PROGRAM ORGANI ZATION
This section gives a brief overview of the process used in OPTIM to
generate an optimum vertical profile for aircraft operating between two
fixed points. The overview is in the form of steps and program flow
charts. Then a brief description is given of each of OPTIM's 62 subrou-
tines and 19 functions. Charts showing the interrelations between these
subroutines are also presented.
The technical details upon which the program is based are presented
in Appendix A. A more detailed description of the subroutines is presented
in Appendix B. More details concerning the program' s origin and c>ncepts
upon which it is based can be found in Refs. 2-6.
OPTIM has been configured with a short main program which calls the
input subroutine, ALLIN, and the major control subroutine, OPTM56.
OPTM_6 then follows one of two paths depending on the input parameters.
It may synthesize a fixed-range, two-or three-part trajectory. Or, it
may call OPTTOA to determine a trajectory meeting a fixed time-of-arrival
constraint.
The fixed time-of-arrival is accomplished by iterating on the cost
of time TC between passes of the program. In other words, an outer loop
is used to iterate on the cost-of-time coefficient TC so that a fixed
tlme-of-arrlval is achieved. The inner loop determines the optimum ver-
tical profile with a fixed-cost-of-tlme set by the outer loop and a
fixed cost-of-fuel FC which is input.
Figure 2 shows a flow chart of the steps followed by OPTLM to synthe-
size a fixed-range, two- or three-part trajectory consisting of climb,
cruise, and descent profiles. For a case where fixed-tlme-of-arrlval is
desired (ICTAB=2), Fig. 2 represents the inner loop of the program. (_%e
outer loop is discussed later.) For the input flag ICTAB set at 0 or I,
this is th_ normal program flow. The steps followed are:
27 i_ ....;.
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I. Read all input and place it in COMMONs/INPUT/ and /CRUISE/.
(The latter is filled by input only if an old cruise table is
being read.)
2. Generate the cruise table if it has not been read in.
3. Test on trajectory type (input variable ICALT). If this is
a two-part trajectory, go to (Sa).
4. Set Pmin = 1.00 or 0.0 based on flags IVPI and ICTAB. Use this
and other quantities to generate an optimum trajectory of range
Rum x If R is less than Rma x, go to (5). If R is within ¢ of R• n_RX'
then the desired trajectory has been generated. If R is greater
than Rmax, then the trajectory achieves optimum cruise altitude.
If so, compute the cruise distance dc = R - (dup + ddn), and
compute the final cruise weight. Next, use this updated cruise
weight to recompute a refined descent trajectory. Use this
refinement to complete the three-part trajectory.
4a. For a two-part trajectory, use lop t and input quantities to
generate the optimum descent profile. Compute the cruise
distance d c = R - ddn, and compute the final cruise weight. Use
this updated cruise weight to recompute a refined descent trajec-
tory. Use this refinement to recompute the two-part trajectory.
(Note, if initial altitude is not specified, the starting optimum
cruise altitude and Io0 t are chosen based on the input initial
cruise weight. If initial cruise altitude is specified, this is
fixed, and I is obtained from the cruise table corresponding
opt
to the initial altitude and weight.)
5. Compute Pma_ that causes cruise altitude Just above I0000 ft.
(See Appendix A). Use the input quantities and Pmax to generate
the optimum trajectory of range Rmi n. Compare inplt range R with
Rmi n. If R _s less than Rmin, then no trajectory is computed.
If R is within ¢ of Rml n, then the desired trajectory has been
synthesized ( e = 5 n.mi.). If R is greater than Rml n, then go
on to (6). ..
.
For Rml n < R < Rmsx, use (Pmax' Rmin) and (Pmin' Rmax) as the
starting points to compute subsequent values of P. Iterate
on P until the desired range is achieved. (Again, refer to
Appendix A for more details.)
2H
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In steps (2), (3), and (4) of Fig. 2, an optlm_ tza_ecto_ is
generated based on the parmeter P. Computing the points on
an optimum profile and evaluating the results for a fled value of A
consists of nlne steps which are presented in flow chart form in Fig, 3.
The input quantities are P, the initial weight Wi, and the initial
and final values of specific energy (EitE f) (which are computed from
i_dtlal and final altitude and airspeed (hi_ Vl), (hf, Vf)). The steps
follow the analytical expressions developed in Appendix A, and they are:
lo ?he climb f_ hu, ned is estimated based on an empirical
equation whi,: _= -,nction of initial and final energy, the cost
and t_.. _C;, Ct), and the initial weight.parameters CK
The climb fuc_ _::stima__ubtracted from the initial weight
to obtain an estxm.:e of___he initial cruise weight Wci.
Based on Wcl, the optimum cruise cost lop t is obtained from
the cruise table. Thls i term is multiplied by a percentage P
opt
to obtain the cost parameter Ai used for the optimization of the
climb profile. This modified cost term and Wcl are used to
interpolate in the cruise table to obtain the estimate
of the initial cruise energy Ecl. If a time-of-arrlval or cruise
altitude are fixed, then P = O, and _ = lop t .
2a The optimum climb trajectory is generated by stepping along
in energy from E i to Eci, in steps of AE. At each point, the
Hamiltonlan
Min Cf f + C t - X i Vg
HL_p = V,_ _ ; E > 0 ,
is minimized by choosing the best value of airspe_,d V (lVl'l = O)
_r airspeed and EPR _(TVPT = I). Constraints limit the
range of airspeed and thrust over which the £earch takes
place. Energy and altitude are monotonically increasing.
Based on the change in energy and airspeed, the approximate
changes in altitude, flight path angle _, time t, fuel
burned F, and distance traveled X are computed. Thls pro-
cess is stopped when energy Eel is reached. If the weights at top
of cllmb is more than 200 Ib off the estimate W I. this step Is
represented w±th improved values of _I'
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q
Use(Pmax, Rmi n) and (Pmtn' Rmax) as starting points ]
Compute P. Synthestze profile for epec£fied
P, Wt, h£, Vi, hf, Vf
Range of synthesized profile ddtd tS_ore P into _he P (') array :n into the R (') array_
Select; three best =
points from _he P (.) Proflle syncheslzed
and R (') arrays
_J C
Generate descent profile
Compute cruise dl_tance and lfi.al cruise wt,i_htRefine descent profile
Table
No _es
"" _ h fro_ Cruise Table[ _ [ Choose I from Cruise
_noose opL' t ' [ [ _"_°_ "_c_r ..... .-
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Figure 2. Continued.
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I, Compute lit Eci for climb optimization
Estimate initial cruise weight by call of FULEST to
estimate climb fuel Fup.
Wci = Wi - Fup
Read Iopt (Wcl) from cruise table
h i = (I. + P/IO0.) lopt
Read Ecl (AI) from cruise table
ORIGINAL PAGE
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2. Compute climb pr_flle
IS
TY
Minimize Hamiltonlan at each energy step
MinlCf _ + Ct-Ai (Vg)}Hup = V, _ [_[
Compute corresponding changes in t,F,h,Y,X
If climb fuel off by more than 200 ib, repeat last
two steps.
1
3. Estimate the final cruise weight
• Estimate cruise distance dc and ground speed by call
to WATEST
Vg(hci) = f(Ecl,hci,L(hcl) , _g)
• Estimate final welght using f(_i) from cruise table
Fc = f(_i)dc/Vg(hcl )
Refine estimate
= Wi - F - F /2
c up c
Obtain _(Wc ) from cruise table
Obtain f(/), F'c (t), hc (_)' L(hc )
Figure 3. Nine-step process to generate an optimum three-part trajectory
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L:
compuyvg_c_c.,.vw)
Fc " f dc/Vg
Compute final weight estimate
Ncf = WI - Fup - F¢
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Compute cruise coat and energy [or beR1nnlug
of descent
• Obtain _f (Wcf) from cruise table
• _f = (I. + P/IO0.)_ c t
• Obtain Ecf(Xf) from cruise table
I
5. Estlumte landing weight from WATEST eat im_lte of
de,scent fuel Fdn:
Nf = Ncf - Fdn
J
6_ Coupute initial descent prot'tle
Hinimizc ttamiltqnian at each energy step
Min iCf f + Ct- ._f V____}
"tin"v,. -"- [_.I
• Compute corresponding changes in t,F,h0),X
I
7. Refine ft.m_l cruise and lm_dl_g eondttion_i
• Recompute cruise distance
d c = tllup + Hdn)/ld.\/dE)
• Repent Step (3) to computt, F
C
• w - wi - (F + F )c f tip c
- +
• Nf = N i (Fup + F c Fdn)
.............12i_-_-_-_i2_2 _2L ll
I . R, peat- S[ _p (b)
L . Repeat Step (l) for [ml}rovt, d cruise cstiIaates
". T:_bulatc rt,.sulia or" Step,q (l) - (8)
Figure ]. con[inucd
%
eo
S$
The final cruise weight Wcf is next estimated. For the
climb-descent type of trajectory (IVPI = 1; see Appendix A) no fuel
is burned in cruise, Wcf is set equal to Wcl , and the program
proceeds to Step (4). Otherwise, the program uses empirical
equations to compute cruise distance d . Then, with
c
initial cruise cost _i' fuel burn rate, and estimated ground
speed Vg, it computes an initlal estimated fuel burned during
cruise. This value is used to estimate the aircraft weight
half-way through cruise. A new cruise cost _ and fuel
c
burn rate f are obtained from the cruise table. These values
are used to refine the estimate F of the fuel burned and the
c
final cruise weight Wcf.
The estimate Wcf is used to obtain from the cruise table the
final optimum cruise values of cost Acf. The value of _f
used for descent optimization is found by multiplying _cf by the
percentage P. The final value of cruise energy Ecf used for descent
optimization is found by interpolating from the cruise tables
using Wcf and Af.
The landing weight is estimated using empirical equations.
. Similar to Step (2) , the optimim descent trajectory is
generated by stepping along in energy (backwards in time)
from Ef to Ecf , in steps of dE. At each polnt, the Ham,l- .............
_onlan
_-Hdn cf _ + ct - Xf v_ !
= i .1 ); E<0
is minimized. Again, changes in altitude, flight path angle,
time, fuel burned, and distance traveled during descent are
computed.
. The cruise distance is refined. For aircraft reaching
optimum cruise altitude (P = 0), cruise distance d is R -
c
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dup - ddn. Otherwise, a formula using the final values of
Hup , Udn , and the slope d_/dE are used to compute d c. With
this more accurate distance, improved values of Wcf and Wf
are computed.
o
9_
The descent profile is recomputed based on the improved value
of Wf, This produces a better value of descent distance ddn
which in turn produces a better value of cruise distance d .
c
Based on Steps (1)-(8), a table (Table 7a) is generated which
summarizes the distances traveled, end conditions, fuel burned,
and costs of each segment of the trajectory plus the trajectory
as a whole.
The above steps and flow diagrams of Figs. 2 and 3 are brief summaries
of the process taken by the OPTIM program to implement the vertical pro-
file optimization techniques outlined in Appendix A. The reader who is
interested in more program details is referred to Ref. 3. Further under-
standing will come from use of the program and study of the individual
subroutines.
Two other varla_ons to the basic process o{ gL,neratlng optimum vvrtlcal
profiles exist within the structure of OPTIFI. The first is the ability to
simulate a step climb during cruise. This c11mb is currently 4000 ft from
one fixed cruise altitude to another (e.g., 33000 ft to 37000 _t). For this
option, the st_p climb is computed based on use of maximum climb thrust, and
the speed is ramped from the optimum at the lower altitude, to the optimum
nt the hlghcr altitude. The climb computation consists of eight 500 ft steps,
with the alr_r,_ft trimmed so that flight path angle rate for each step is zero.
Then, optimum cruise and descent are computed from t.he higher cruise altitude.
The program is set up to compute the op_imum-polnt tn begin the step climb if
this option is ch_st'u.
Tht, set'oo,.|v;irl_itlou is to ronstraln the rate of descent a% the top of _he
dr, scent p_r_],_n of tht_ profile. This option might be used to account for cabin
35
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pressurization constraintS. Currently, OPTIM has the ability to constrain
the rate at 500 ft/min down to 28000 ft. Then, an optimum descent profile is
computed from this point downward, where If is based on the aircraft weight
at 28000 ft.
The capability to generate a vertical optlmumprofile with fixed range
and fixed tlme-of-arrival is governed by the outer loop logic shown in Fig. 4.
The program begins (as also shown in Fig. 2) by reading in control flags and
other trajectory characteristics data. If the control flag ICTAB is set to 0
or 1, OPTIM generates a minimum cost optimum profile based on the input cost-of-
fuel FC and cost-of-time TC. This is the normal mode of operation.
If the flag ICTAB is set to 2, the program will iterate on the value
of coat of time TC until the tlme-of-arrlval Tf is within some tolerance
of the desired tlme-of-arrlval Ten d (input TEND). The logic for this itera-
tion scheme is shown as Blocks 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 4.
The first step is to set TC to zero and generate an optimum vertical
profile. This profile will correspond to a minimum fuel path. The loglc
to generate this profile is essentially the same as was indicated in Figs. 2
and 3. The f_nal time Tfo is recorded. If Tfo is greater than Tend, the
initial flight profile took too much time. Therefore, time must be penalized
with positive cost TC. The program then uses logic indicated in Block 3a.
If Tfo is less than Tend, the initial flight profile was too fast. Then,
time must be penalized with negative TC. The program then uses logic indi-
cated in Block 3b.
For positive TC, the program ganerates two more optimum profiles cor-
responding to costs of time of $300/hr and $600/hr. (If $600/hr produces
too slow a profile, the program uses $900/hr, etc.) From each of these, the
times-of-arrlval Tfl and Tf2 are recorded. Then, the program proceeds to
Block 4 to solve for a TC which will yield the desired Tf.
For negative TC, the program next solves for the minimum cruise value
of TC, or
TCmin _" -fmin FC.
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FC is the input cost of fuel, and fmin
at a particular cruise altitude. The aircraft should not 8 ° slower in
cruise than the cruise speed corresponding _o fmin" Thus, TONi n repre-
sents the boundary on negative values of TC. For this value of TC, the
variable kop t (see Fig. 1 and Appendix A) is zero. A minimum fuel rate
profile is then generated using TCmin, and the corresponding time of
flight Tfl is recorded. (If Tfl is less than Tend, the difference
should be made up in a holding pattern at the end of cruise.) For Tfl
greater than Tend, the next value of TC is set by linear interpolation
between 0 and TCmt n to attempt to produce a Tf2 equal to Ten d.
is the minimum cruise fuel rate
If Tf2 equals Tend, the program is finished.
recorded, and the program proceeds to Block 4.
If not, Tf2 Is
In Block 4, three values of time-of-arrival Tf (Tfo , Tfl , Tf2) are
used wl_h three corresponding values of co_t-of-tlme TC (TC I, TC 2, TC 3)
to form the quadratic relationship
Tf = a(TC) 2 + b(TC) + C .
This equation is solved for TC so that Tf = Ten d . The_-the program is
rerun with this new value of TC used to generate the optimum profile.
The resulting Tf is compared to Ten d . If It is within E (I0 see),
the program stops. If not, the new values of (TC, Tf) are used with pre-
vious values to recompute the quadratic relationship, and the process Is
repeated. This continues until the generated flight paths converge to _he
desired tlme-of-arrival.
OPTIM is programmed in FORTRAN, and it consists of the main executive
program, slxty-two subroutines, nineteen functions, and three block data
routines. These subroutines and functions are called to execute the steps
depicted in Figs. 2-4. Brief explanations of the program and its subroutines==
are presented In Appendix B.
The program subroutines and functions can be grouped into four cate-
gories:
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i. trajectory optimization and generation,
2. aerodynamic and propulsion models,
3. fllgh_ condltionmodela, and
4. utility programs.
Under Category I, the routines are:
OPTM56
OPTTOA
ALLIN
CLIMB
CRUISR
CP,UISX
CRZOP5
ORI_rNAL PAGE [9
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Serves as the driver program after all input is in.
Serves as the outer-loop driver program when searching on
TC to achieve the desired tlme-of-arrlval.
Reads all input.
Generates and stores the climb profile.
Computes a cruise segment from the lower cruise table before
a step cllmb.
Compute a cruise segment from a given starting weight proceeding
for a given range.
Generates the cruise table.
/
/
CTABLE
DESCND
DESPC
DRAGC
ESTCD
ESTCD2
ESTCD3
ESTDF
ESTDF2
ESTDF3
ESTEP
Interpolates in the cruise table for a set of parameters
at a given weight.
Generates and stores the descent---_e._
Modifies the final portion of the cruise and descent profile
to provide for constrained descent.
Computes the drag force.
Calls appropriate routine to estimate the cruise range.
Estimates cruise range for the trY-jet as a function of
percent P of
opt'
Estimates cruise range for the twln-Jet as a function of
cost of time, cost of fuel, and P.
Call appropriate routine to estimate the descent fuel.
Estimates the descent fuel for the trl-Jet as a function of P.
Estimates the descent fuel for the twin-jet as a function of
cruise and landing energy, cost of time, and cost of fuel.
Con putes the w_]ue of the next energy step during climb
and descent.
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FBOUND
FCLIMB
FCLMB6
FCOST
FDSCN6
FDRAG
FOPT
FTHRST
FULEST
FULEST2
FULST3
PCCMP5
PILIMT
PRETBL
PRFTBL
PROFIL
PRSUM
STEP
STI;PEN
STEPOPT
STEPUP
Generates the speed boundaries for the optimization search.
Minimizes the climb and descent Hamiltonians with respect
to speed.
Controls the process of minimizing the Hamiltonian for a
fixed energy level during climb.
Minimizes the cz_lise cost for a fixed altitude and aircraft
weight.
Controls the process of minimizing the Hamiltonian for a
fixed energy level during descent.
Computes the minimum drag airspeed.
Generates the optimum cruise cost for a given cruise weight.
M_nlmizes the climb and descent Hamiltonian with respect
to thrust.
Calls the appropriate routine to estimate the climb fuel.
Estlma_.s climb fuel for the trl-jet.
Estimates climb level for the twin-jet.
Computes the value of F used as an iteration parameter to
compute a trajectory with the desired range.
Generates the lower (EPR) limit for climb optimization,
and the upper limit for descent optimization.
Prints pre-step-climb cruise performance Eable.
Prints performance table, writes data on Unit ii, and
calls for printer plots.
Controls computation of one optimum flight profile.
Prints cruise table summary. Calculates summed cruise time
and distance tables.
Controls the addition of a step climb to the optimization.
Takes one energy step (climb or descent) using the minimized
Hamiltonlan.
Calculates cost of combined cruise, step climb, cruise and
descent.
Compute_ a step climb in altitude and Mach number.
4O
F
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VOPT1U
WATEST
WCLST
WLEFI_
Computes the fuel used, distance traveled, time taken, total
cost and cost/n.mi, for the climb, cruise, and descent profiles.
Estimates the landing weight, given conditions at top of climb.
Computes final climb, cruise and descent values for fuel,
time and distance, where the value of _ is very close to
the optimum value.
Interpolates the cruise table data to relate _, cruise
weight, energy, fuel f_ow rate, altitude, and ground speed,
Under Category 2, the routines are:
DATTRI
DATTWN
CDRAG
--CDRAG2
CDRAG3
CLIFTT
CLIFT2
CLIFT3
ENGEPR
Block data containing engine data for the trl-Jet turbofan
engine.
Block data containing engine data for the twin-jet aircraft.
Calls appropriate routine to compute the drag coefficient.
Computes the drag coefficient for the trl-Jet aircraft.
Computes the drag coefficient for the twln-jet aircraft.
Calls appropriate routine to com_ute the lift coefficient.
Computes the llft coefficient as a function of Math number,
altitude, and angle-of-attack for the tri-Ju_ aircraft.
Computes the llft coefficient for the twin-jet aircl_ft.
Calls appropriate routine to compute engine thrust and
fuel flow rate.
ENGEP 2
ENGEP3
ENG I DL
SPLMT
TRIM
Computes the engine thrust and fuel flow rate as functions
of altltude, Mach number, temperature variations, and EPR
setting for the tri-Jet.
Computes the engine thrust and fuel flow rate for the twin-
jet aircraft.
Compu_es--tJnrust--and_e_low-rate-for--idle--thror_le -
Computes aircraft speed limits during climb or descent.
Computes the thrust and angle-of-attack for maintaining
constant speed levels for a given altitude and cruise weight.
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Under Category 3, the routines are:
ATLOW Generates atmospheric density, pressure, temperature, and
speed-of-sound as functions of altitude.
WIND Computes the wind vector and its effect along the ground
track of the aircraft.
WINDIN Reads in data and sets up the wlnd profile as a function
of altitude.
Under Category 4, the routines are:
BANNER Writes the heading at the beginning of the run.
CHEKIN Checks input quantities to be sure they are within
reasonable ranges.
-%
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CONDAT
DBLSRC
FIAS
FIASM
FMIN
Block data containing values for most program constants.
Performs a linear double table look-up.
Converts indicated airspeed in feet/second to Mash number.
Converts Mach number to indicated airspeed in knots.
Minlmlzes a function by a Fibonaccl search to within 1/144
of the search interval.
FMIN2
ICLOCK
JTRUNC
LSQPOL
I_T_NV
Minimizes a function by a Fibonacci search to within 1/34
of the search interval.
Changes time in seconds into hours, minutes, and seconds.
Truncates a monotonically decreasing series from an array
of changing values.
Obtains a polynomial based on a least-squares fit to a
set of data.
Inverts a matrix.
NICER Cenerates boundaries for printer plots.
PAGE
PICTUR
Starts a new page of printout.
Generates printer plots.
%
POLY E I
POLY 2
Evaluates a polynomial for some fixed value of the
independent variable.
Evaluates a polyno1_al for some fixed value of the two
independent variables.
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PRTPLT
PRWT
SERCHI
SERCHD
SGLSRC
TRAClT
WRITEI
Sets up printer plots when IGRAF is greater than I.
Prints estimated condi_lons at top of climb.
Searches for a point in a monotonically increasing array.
Searches for a point in the monotonically decreasing array,
Performs a linear table look-up.
Traces subroutine calling sequence in case of program error.
Writes out the trajectory summary _able.
Three CDC subroutines are called: DATE, TIME, and STRACE. These are
for local user convenience.
Figures 5a through 51 show how control passes through the chain of
subroutines. This figure, when combined with the preceeding short subroutine
descriptions, is a short guide to the total program organization. Further
de=all may be found in Appendix B.
I I
OPTIM I
l I J
Figure 5a. Top Level of Program Flow.
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Figure 5h. Program Flow for Near-Optlmum Case.
ATLOW ENGEPR FMIN2 POLY2
CDRAG ENGEP2 FrHRST SERCHD
CDRAG2 ENGEP3 ICLOCK SERCHI
CDRAC(_) ENGIDL JTRUNC SGLSRC
CTABLE FIAS PACE WIND
DBL_RC FIASM POLYEI WLEFHV
DRAGC FMIN
Figure 5i. Utility Subprograms and Functions Called
Throughout the Program.
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APPENDIXA
TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION USING THE ENF_CY STATE METHOD
The purpose of this Appendix is to summarize brlefly the theoretl ....
cal background and the numerical process used in the OPTIM program
for computing the optimum vertical profile of a turbo-Jet aircraft. More
details are given in Refs. 2-6. Reference 7 presents the principles
upon which trajectory optimization is based. In Refs. 2 and 3,
Erzberger and Lee apply these principles using the energy state
approximation to obtain a practical, efficient means of generating
the optimum vertical profile. OPTIM is an extension of the original
computer code devcl_ped by Erzberger and Lee and is based on their
methods. Its application is explained in Refs. 4, 5, and 6.
In the following sections, the theory of trajectory optimization
is first presented. Then, the application of this theory to minimizing
the direct operatlng cost (DOC) of an aircraft traveling over a fixed
range is outlined. This is followed by a discussion of the details of
going from theortlcal expressions to a practical _mputer code. The
theoretical points are presented without proof, for conciseness. The
reader wanting more detail should review the references.
Theoretical Principles
In Ref. 7., a description is given of the requirements for solving
an optimization problem involving a continuous dynamic system with no
termlnal constraints but with fixed terminal time. This description is
repeated here because it presents the basic principles which extend tO
the aircraft profile optimization problem.
%
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A system (the aircraft) is soverned _ne non_inear differentlal
equations
x = f(x,u,t) ; X(to) given; (^.i)
< t < tf ;t o _ --
where x is the n-dimensional state vector and u is the m-dimensional con-
trol vector. The cost function which is to be minimized is of the for_
f tfJ = @(X(tf),tf) + L(x,u,t) dr.
to
(^.2)
Here, @ is the terminal cost function, and L is the cost per unit time along
the trajectory. The problem is to find the sequence of controls u(t) that
minimize J.
First, the sysC_ equations are adjoined to J with the mtttiplier
v_ctor l(t):
t_L(x,u,t)+_T (t) {f(x,u,t)-_))J = _(x(tf),tf) + J dr.
to
Then the Ha_Lltonian function is defined as
H(x,u,t) = L(x,u,t) + _T(t)f(x,u,t).
Equatiou (A.3) is late&tared by parts Co yield
J = @(x(tf),tf) - kT(tf) x(tf) + kT(t o) x(t o)
tf _T(t) x(t)} dt+ (.(x,u,t) +
C
o
Next, the chan_e in J due to variations in uCt) and x(t) is con-
sidered for fixed t o and tf:
(A. 3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
4_
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t=tf o
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0
The elements of \(t) are ehose_ to cause the coefficients of _x in Eq,
(A.6) to vanish under the integral and at tf:
(A.6)
_T 3tt aL .\T ,_f _,T (t t. ) _" - ,_-x_ - _X - b-X ; " a_ (^.7)
Equ_xtions (A,7) are called the co-state equation,_. Then, Fq: (A.(_) becomes
tf31t6J = \'r6x(to) + _ 6u dr. (A.8)
t
o
For J to be minimum, 6J must be zero for arbitrary u(t); this implies that
for no bounds on u,
3U < t < tf (A.9)
_--_= 0 , t o _ _
on the optimum path, If the control variables are constrained as
C(u,t) -- O, (A.lO)
then for u(t) to be minimizing, w_ must have 6J _ 0 for all admissible u(t).
This implies, from Eq. (A.8) that
a.HH6u A 6H > O, (A.II)
for all t and all admissible 6u(t). In other words, II must be minimized
over the set of all possible u; this is known as the minimt_ principle [7].
In snrn_ary, to solve for u(t) that minimizes J, the dilferential
equations (A.I) _ind (A.7) must be solved ,'_Imoltaneously, where u(t) is
deCermlned from l:qs. (A.9) or (A.II). The boundary/ conditions on the state
x at to and \ at tf are spocilied, result trig in a two-polnt boundary-va_.ue
problem.
4q
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If L and f are not explicit functions of t, then
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_t - _}H aH x + BH u + _Tf, (A.12)
- _+_ _+
Each element of Eq. (A.12) is zero on the optimum trajectory, from which
we can conclude that H is constant on the optimum trajectory. This latter
point is used in the analysis presented in Refs. 2 and 3.
Application to Aircraft Profile Optimization Using the Energy
State Approximation
Here we are concerned with applying the above theory to the pro-
blem of choosing the thrust and airspeed values to control the aircraft
vertical profile in going from one point to another. The cost function
J is the direct operating cost (DOC) which is the sum of fuel and time
costs. This Is, In integral form,
o_tf _0tf
J - (Cf _ + Ct)dt _ Cd dt, (A.13)
where Cf is the cost of fuel ($/lb), w is fuel flow rate (Ib/hr),C t is the
cost of time ($/hr), Cd is the direct operatlnR cost. and tf is the
tlme to fly the specified distance traveled dr. It is also assumed that the
typical vertical profile is as shown in Fig. A.I - that is, it contains
climb, cruise, and descent portions which have the constraint that
< df (A.14)dup + ddn_
where
= X(tcl)dup = the distance traveled from the start point to
where the cruise segment hegins (at time t = tel).
ddn = df - X(tcf) = the distance traw, led from the end of
cr, ise (at time t = tef) to where the descent segment ends.
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Thus, the cost function (Eq. (A.13)) can be rewritten as
J . #,jtct Cddt+ (dr - dup - ddn)_ + /'Jtf Cddt'
0 tcf
(A.15)
,it cl Cddt + (dr- X(tcl)- [dr - X(tcf)])_ + /t£ Cddt"
"0 tc£
_here _ is the cost per unlt distance whlle in cruise.
Slmpllfled polnt-mass equations of longitudinal motion of the air-
craft are
= (T-D)/m- g sin y , (A.16)
h=VsinY _
X= V
g"
where the flight path angle (Y) dynamics and weight loss due to fuel burn
are neglected. Here,
V -- airspeed, (magnitude of aircraft velocity V with respect
to the air mass),
=V +Vcos _),
= ground speed (magnitude of .g w
= horlzontal wind velocity,
V
g
W
h = altitude,
m = aircraft mass,
T = thrust,
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x = horizontal range.
Here, the range equation is based on the ground speed V (the vector sum
g
of the horizontal veloclty of the aircraft with respect to the air mass
and the wind velocity). Also, it is assumed that llft L = mg cos V.
The effect of weight loss is accounted for by continuously updating weight
without adding another state variable.
The objective of this development is to simplify the optJ.mlzation problem so
that it can be solved in an on-board computer. This is done by use of the
energy state approximation which is now presented [8]° Specific energy E is
defined as
E = h + V2/2g, (A.17)
which is the sum of potential and kinetic energy per unit mass. Its
time derivative is found to be
= V(T-D)/mE. (A.18)
The energy state appcoxlmatlon is based on _he assumption that potential
and kinetic energy can be interchanged instantaneously. In this approxima-
tion, the energy state variable replaces altitude and airspeed state
variables _8]. Thus, Eq. (A.17) can be used in place of V and h iu Eq.
(A.16).
It is assumed that the aircraft specific energy Inereases monotonica£1y
during climb and decreases monotonically during descent. This assumption
is used in the development to change the _.dependent variable in Eq. (A.15)
from time to energy. This uses the transformation
dE (A.19)
E
It is mathematically convenient to evaluate the last integral in Eq.
(h,_Z§) backwards in time so that the energy state is monotonically increas-
ing during its evaluation. This means that the running distance (range)
variable during the descent can be measured backwards from the end point.
Thus we can think of range measured in two ways as shown in Fig. A.2.
%
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Figure A.2. Measurement of Range from the Origin or to the Destination.
In thio sketch,
Xup(t) = range measured on the way up in forward time t,
Xup(tci)- value of Xup when initial cruise is reached,
Xdn(T) = range measured on _he way up in backward time T_
Xdn(Tcf)= value of Xdn when final cruise is reached (_cf=Itcf-tfl).
Also, we define the variable x to be range traveled during climb and
descent. The distance traveled during cruise is then constrained to be
(df- x). We can then see that an incremental change dy in the range
variable x is equivalent to incremental changes in both Xup and Xdn.
That is,
dx = d(Xup + Xdn) .
From tbls discussion, the second of Eqs. (A.15) can be written as
(A.20)
0 i Of (A.21)
We use Eq. (A.19) and the transformation
dE
dt = I'k"-I = (A. 22)
IKJ
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to rewrite Eq. (A.15) as
_>0
+ (dr -(Xup(Ecl) + Xdn(Ecf)))_
+fEcf i.d-_E dE
Ef tT£[ )_<0
(A.Z3)
Here, El, gci, Ecf, and Ef are the _alues of specific energy evaluated
at time t equal to 0 and tcl and time _ evaluated at tc£ and tf respec-
tively.
Note from Eq. (A.23) that the range x only appears as the sum of
climb and descent distances (Xup + Xdn), Thus, the state equation for
thls system of equations can be written as
d-E = dE = +
. t Ii:1 1,
E>0 E<0
(A.24)
Here, Vgup and Vgdn are the equivalent ground speeds for climb and
descent. Then, analogous to Eq. (A.4), the Hamiltonlan is
I]L"z/_>o _>o till 1_<:o (A.25)
This can be divided as
[c+<1 i+<iH = d-
E _>o llft j_<o
(A.26)
Now, analogous to Eq. (A.7), the costate equation for % ca_ be written as
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._1._ 3_. d ( xup-t-xd n)
and from I,:q,,_. (A.?) and (A.23), thL,s co:;tate has tlW I inal wllue
\(_:ct) ,,, X(E....f) ..... (xup+Xdn)
3 ( [ d f- x up- Xdn 1_') _'
'3(xup÷ ,Sdn)
where _ is the cruise co,_t p¢,r unit distance.
(A.27)
I^.28)
L
Note, th[,_; l_rol_lem could be plact,d lu a _;lll-htly more conw,ntiona[ form
by divhLl41g It Into two problem,; - ore. for climb and ou.,-half ol the
cruise distance and the other for d,,ct,nl and the other half of tht, cruise
distance. Then l.:qs. (A.27_ uud (A.28) would bc rvpiaced l_y
3), 31[
=0
_E i}x
up
_([dt./2 - Xup_.] g'(Ecl)) = . _p (Ect),
_'(V'c i) = _x
up
for climb. For descend,
tA.29)
_ . _ _II - 0 (A.30)
3_ 3Xdn
_([d£/2 - xds_] _(Ec.[))
A(Ec[) " _Xdn
This allows ,_plittlng the llamiltonlan defined in Eq. (A.26) and allows for
X(E. i) _ X(I.',c(). In t'at, t. In the actual Implementation Eel _1 Ec f because
opt imura cruise ,,ntrgv c'lang_,s :is lm,[ Is burned oft. The principal results
,ll't _ tll_t'ltilt'I_,_,'i[ • hoWPvt'l'.
Thus, ! tom Eq. (A. I 1), (A. ?'_3 and (A. _0) tl., t ra.Jeetory 'H_t lmizat ion
proh h'm hecome,_
L L¸
[:
F
L,
H = min
up
v
up
1T
u_
Hdn
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-- .in -_'(scf)_,J61/ _<o .Vdn
Tfdn
(A.31)
Thus, the optimization problem reduces to solving po[ntwise minimum
values of the algebraic functions defined by Fq. (A.31) during the climb
and descent portions of the trajectory.
Equations (A.29) and (A.30) are the transversality condition for the
free final state problem (dup + ddn < dr) with terminal cost. Thus, the
constant value c" A--for climb and descent is found to be the negative of
the cost per unit distance for cruise.
The cruise cost _ (= - _) is found by assuming that the alrccaft is
in static equilibrium during cruise (T = D), and that
where
(Ec) Vc \ gc /
vgc o lvc+_l.
(A.32)
In other w rds, for any cruise altitude, there Js an optimum thrust and
airspeed V c such that the cos_ per unit distance _(Ec) is minimized. The
optimum cruise cost as a function of cruise energy is typically of the
shape shown in Fig. A.3. Thus, there is also an optimum cruise energy
Ecopt where cruise cost _(Ecopt ) is minimized. If the range is long
enough so that there is sufficient range to reach optimum cruise energy
E
copt during climb, it should be done, and the cruise condttlons should Be
set So that _(Ec) =-_(Ecopt).
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Figure A,3. Optimum Cruise Cost as a Function of Cruise Energy
For the case where there is no cruise segment (dr = dup + ddn),
the cost function contains only integral terms. Then, the transversality
condition yields _ = - _(tc). That is, _ would be the negative of
_(tc) , where _(t c) is the optimum cost _or cruising at the highest point
reached on the climb trajectory.
The optimum cruise energy Ecopt is only specifically reached when
there is range enough to climb to and descend from the optimum altitude/
airspeed values, where _ (Ec) is minimum. For ranges less than this
value, the maximum value of E that is reached is a free variable less than
C
the optimum value. _s _hoice is made to optimize the cost function of
Eq. (A.23).
From Eqs. (A.23) and (A.25), one can write
8J I _[(df - dup - ddn) _(Ec)]l_= _+ _E
at E = E • This is
C
= O, (A.33)
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where d e is the cruise distance, and Hc is the total value of H (Hup + Hdn)
at the cruise point. Thus, Eq. (A.'I4) can be used, along with other
characteristics ef¢ and H, to detcrn_lne the relationship between _, Ec, and
• = is the cost penalty to achieve ad c The llamiltonian evaluated at E Ec
unit increase in cruise energy. For X _ 00 Eq. (^.34) can be written as
C
d c = -ilc/(_¢t_g) E = E (^.35)
C
Figure A.4 shows the family of trajectories which have this characteristic.
These occt,r at values of E below E where _¢/_E _ 0 (see Fig. A.3).
c copt
That is, non-zero cruise segments occur at short ranges with cruise energies
less than the optimum energy value for long range.
For the case where H = O, d Is zero for _/_E < O. The distance
c c
d c can be non-zero only at optimum cruise energy where _/_g - O. This
family of trajectories is shown in Fig. A.5.
Thus, we have a situation where positive values of H dictate one
c
type of trajectory and zero values dictate another. In Ref. 2, it is
shown that if the aircraft engine specific fuel consumption SFC is In-
dependent of the thrust T (so that w • SFCT) . then the structure of the
trajectories wlll be like Fig. A.5 with no cruise segment occurlng except
at Ecopt. (This implies that the itamtltontan Hc is zero at the maximum energy
point). For this case, the optimum thrust setting for cliab is Tumx, and
the optimum setting for descent is Tidle.
If the engine specific fuel consumption is dependent on thrust, and
the thrust values are not constraLned during climb or descent, it is
shown in Ref. 2. that the Hamiltonlan !! is again zero at the cruise
c
energy, and again the trajectory str_cture is Like those of Fig. A.5.
SFC is dependent on thrust for the aircraft models used in the OPTIM
program.
%
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£f the SFC is dependent on thrust, and constrained to the maximum
value for climb and to the minimum Idle value for descent, then the
Hamlltonlan is positive at cruise. This causes positive cruise segments
according to Eq. (A.35) at cruise energles below the optimum. For this
case, the optimum trajectories will have shapes similar to Fig. A.4.
These trajectories are slightly less efficient than those of Fig. A.5.
because one less control is available for optimization.
Some Mechanizatlon Details of the Computer Program
The remaining sections of this Appendix describe how the previous
theoretical material has been utilized to construct an offline computer
program for generating optimum vertical profiles for models of two turbo-
jet aircraft provided by NASA. This material is presented in an alternate
way in Ref. 3, and the program is referred to here as OPTIM.
By examining the specific fuel consumption data of the turbojet engine
models, it was determined that SFC is dependent on thrust. Thus, two
types of short range profiles must be considered - those represented
by Fig. A.4 (Type 1 profile) when thrust is cons=ralned and airspeed is
the single control - and those represented by Fig. A.5 (Type 2 profile)
when both thrust and airspeed are used as controls.
i
The solution to optimum climb and descent profiles is found by
minimizing the Hamlltonian expressed in gqs. (A.31). The independent
variable (energy) is stepped along in fixed increments (e.g., 500 it),
and the Hamiltonian is minimized at each energy setting. Minimization
occurs by finding the best values of airspeed (Vup, Vdn) and posslbly
thrust (Wup, _dn) so that the climb function and the descent function are
individually minimized.
To solve Eqs. (A.31) requires knowing two more quantities:
_(E c) - the cruise cost per u,*_ distance. This comes from evaluating
Eq. (A.32) at the desired cruise altitude.
6O
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E - the cruise energy. This is a fu,ction of the cruise altitudec
and the associated cruise airspeed obtained in Eq. (A.32).
Note that for the Type 2 profile at short ranges, there is no cruise
segment. In this case, the maximum energy achieved at maximum altitude
is referred to as the cruise energy E . At that altitude, there still
c
is defined a minimum cruise cost according to Eq. (A.32).
r'
v
_r
For the Type 1 trajectory of short range, there exists a non-zero
cruise segment which is determined by use of Eq. (A.35). To solve Eq.
(A.35) requires that the Hamiltonlan defined by Eqs. (A.31) be solved
at the point of transition from climb-to-crulse. It also requires
knowing the slope N@/bE of the cruise cost for a change in cruise energy at
that point.
Cruise Optimization
The first step that must be taken to compute optL_um tzaJectories
is to derive the optimum cruise cost _ and its derivative _/gE. This
is done by computing what is referred to as the "cruise table". The
parameters that affect this table are the assumed cruise weight, the
wind profile, and the llft L, drag D, thrust T, and fuel flow race
characteristics of the aircraft. The optimization process searches over
the acceptable ranges of altitude and airspeed for a given weight. The
results are collected in tabular form for a series of different assumed
cruise weights.
Again, the minimum cost of flight during cruise per unlt distance
for a fixed cruise weight W is found by
c
mln Cf w + Ct ]
 Wc) = v ,,I gclJ '
(A.36)
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This assumes that the aircraft is in static equilibrium durln8 cruise, i.e.,
T cos _ - D, (A.37)
L + T sin _ = W,
where the angle-of-attack _ is found by solving these equations simul-
taneously. The altitude is stepped in I000 ft increments from I0,000 ft
to ceiling altitude (where maximum thrust Just balances drag). At
altitudes below ceiling altitude, the airspeed - dependent drag curve
crosses the maximum thrust curve at two points (V1 and V2) as illustrated
in Fig. A.6. Thus, for" each altltude level, the values of V 1 and V 2
are determined, and then _ (Wc,Ec) is minimized with respect to airspeed
V between these two limits. Restrictions are that V 1 be greater than 0.i
Mach and that V 2 be less than 0.89 Mach or 0.84 Mach for buffet constraint reasons.
After the cruise cost is minimized at each discrete altitude level,
these numbers are stored in a table with altitude as the independent
variable. Typical results are plotted in Fig. A.7. Presented here are
also the optimum cruise Mach number M and the optimum thrust setting
opt
EPRop t. After results are obtained in steps of I000 ft, the minimum
cost point is found as a function of altitude. In the OPTIM program,
the cruise table optimization results are obtained by using a Fibonacci
search with eight Fibonacci numbers.
_le cruise table results are obtained for cruise weights varying as
dictated by the program input. Usually_ the cruise weight is incremented
in steps of 5000 lb. Up to ten values of cruise weight can be used. For
each cruise weight, the optimal cruise altitude, cost, speed, power
settlng, fuel flow rate, and specific energy are computed. An example
of optimum cruise cost as a function of cruise weight is shown in Fig. A.8.
Climb Optimization
Afte__r_rthe cruise tables are generated, the program procedes with
obtaininb the optim,_ climb trajectory. This requires guessing what the
cruise weight will be, based on the takeoff weight. This guess is
used to obtain a trial value for _c (or A ) in the Hamiltonian from
52
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the cruise tables. The procedure to obtain this guess is based on an
empirical formula which iterates until convergence is made.
The climb optimization process starts by assuming A(Ec) = 1.01 _c(Ecopt)
o= 1.0 _c(Ecopt),where _c(Eopt) Is first obtained by setting the initial
cruise weight Wci equal to the takeoff weight (an input). The appropriate
cruise tables art. used to interpolate to flnd the corresponding value of
E c associated w[th 1.01 _c or 1.0 ¢c" Then, empirical equations are used
to obtain an approximation to the fuel burned to reach E . For example,
c
for the trl-jet model, the form is
Vup = 0.II (Eci - Ei) (I + 4.7 Ct/Cf) Wcl/Wre f. (A.38)
Here, E t Is the takeoff aircraft energy, Wre f is a reference weight (136000 Ib)
for the tri-Jet, and Wei _s the previous value of cruise weight. Then,
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the cruise weight is updated at Wci - Wci - Fup. This process is
repeated until the difference in consecutive es_imates of F falls below
up
100 lb.
When the cruise weight estimate is obtained, the corresponding values
of E c and k(E c) are obtained from the cruise tables. Then, the program
is ready to generate points on the optimum climb trajectory. This is done
by stepping along at discrete increments of specific energy and minimizing
the Hamiltonian function
cf _ + c t - X(Ec) iv+ vw)
Hup(E) =
(A.39)
at each point. (This is the first of Eqs. (A.31)). That is, the program
starts with initial energy E° - h ° + Vo2/2g. It steps the energy a
fixed amount AE (say 500 ft). At this point, it searches over airspeed
V (and possibly thrust setting _ ) so that Eq. (A.39) is minimized. For
the turbojet enginesp thrust is governed by EPR settings which vary
between l.l (idle thrust) and some maximum value less than 2.4. The air-
speed has an upper limit governed by
a). 0.89 or 0.84 Math _uffet limits),
b). 250 kt (IAS) below i0,000 ft for ATC restrictions,
c). _ 2g(E-h) which insures that the aircraft climbs, and
d), V2, the upper value shown in Fig. A.6 where max thrust
equals drag.
The lower limit is governed by
a). Vl, the lower value shown in Fig. A.6 where max thrust
equals drag,
b). 0.i Math
c). 5 ft/sec less than the previous value of V to limit large
Jumps in flight path angle.
The Fibonaccl search technique is again used to determine V and
which minimize Eq. (A.39) for the flxed value of energy E. the value
chosen for airspeed is accur¢_e__hi_0056 Mach, and EPR is accurate
65
rto within .009. Associated with these values of V and _ _re values of
energy rate E (Eq. (A.16)) and altitude h:
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From these, approximate values of time, range, flight path angle, and
fuel burned are obtained from
(A.40)
= AE/ ,
s_n y = (bh/At)/V,
x = ZAx ; Ax = .Vg _t
F = _AF ; AF = w At.
(A.41)
The ground speed V is found as
g
Vg = Vw cos(_g - _w ) + _Vw2 cos2(_g - _w ) + V 2 - Vw 2 , (A.42)
where _g and _w are the desired aircraft ground heading and wind headlng_
respectively.
The above process is repeated by stepping along energy in incre-
ments of AE until E is reached. The last value of Eq. (A.39) is
c
stored for possible use in evaluating the cruise distance.
= The above climb optimization procedure is repeated wlth _ set to various
multiples of the optimum cruise value _c until the total range of flight con-
verges to the appropriate value. Thls is discussed in further detail later.
[-
• "7
Descent Optimization
The descent optimization is very similar to the climb optimization
wlth regard to the equations which are evaluated. The optimization pro-
cess requires estimated values of Ec and W¢ at tile beginning of descent,
and an estimate of weight Wf a_ t_he end of descent. The method used
to obtain these estimates is discussed in the next section.
If there is a cruise portion of flight, fuel wlll be burned off during
cruise. Thus, the value of Ecf, _c' and Wcf at the beginning of descent
wlll be different than at the beginning of cruise. If there is no cruise
portion, then these values will be identical.
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The descent profile is obtained by starting at the final energy
state and then going backwards in time. The energy rate is constrained
Co be negative with respect to forward ttme.
Similar descent profile constraints exxst on airspeed as for those
of the climb pro[£1e. The thrust level is on or near the idle value
during descent.
Cruise Fuel Burn
To estimate the final weight during cruise (Wcf) and landing (Wf),
the following steps are taken:
i). Determine _c' the initial cruise cost based on the initial
cruise___cight W . obtained from the climb optimization.
ci
2) Use the initial cruise weight to compute the fuel flow
rate W($c) from the cruise table.
3). Estimate the cruise range d c by use of empirical equations; i.e.,
for the tri-jet model:
P = _c/_copt = 1.0 or 1.01
d c = blP4 + b2P3 + b3P2 + b4P + b 5 •
4). Compute the cruise f.el as
Fc = _(,c) dc/Vg c.
_).
6).
Estimate the average cruise weight as
W = W - 0.5F
c c c
(A.43)
(A.44)
Use the cruise table to obtain the corresponding cruise cost
_c' altitude -hc' fuel flow rate _(_c) , airspee-d VL, and wind
speed
(A.45)
7). Recompute Eq. (A.44) and then find the final cruise weight,
8).
Wcf = Wcl - F c. (A.46)
Use the value Wcf in the crulse tables to obtain _(Wcf).
As with the climb, set _ = 1.0 _c(Wcf) or 1.01 _c(Wcf).
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9).
Use this value of X to ootain hcf and Ecf from the cruise
tables. _lese are the end conditions for the descent trajectory
obtained backwards i.n time.
lO). Estimate the landing wei_,.ht from empirical for_Ll.as.; e.g., for
the trt-Jet :
P = 1.01 or 1.0 (A.47)
Wf = Wef - (tip2 + c2P + c3).
Tht' v_lhte,'_ of
obtnitlin_; the optimum descent tr_ljo,-tory. 'the do,_cent portion of tire
Hnmilconinn i._ of the I orn_
Cr w + Ct - X (t':, t) (Vg)
= 1;:1 '
X, l'.cf and N r obt;_inod by the above, proc,'durc art" used for
(A.48)
this func'ion i,, ;tl,so minimized _lt each of the _,iw, n wlltte_ ot enerFy.
Aftt, t the t ir._t dr'scent profiit, i._ completed, a new estimate of
cruise distance is obtained by t,sing Eq. (A.35), or
ti c = -(ltup + tldn)/(3_/;/:'_E) (A.49)
Then, step (4) above is repeated to obta-Ln-an--_oved cruise fuel burn.
Then, the improved landing weight estimate is
= - + _"___:_:::":" :_"(-_•50)Wf W i (Fup + F e Fdn )
'l_m l;mdinl,, trajectory is reoptimized with this new va_tue of
landing weight. '['htm, improved values of total ran},e trave'led, time
require-l, nnd fuel burned during climb, cruise, and do._cent are made.
For short rnnF.e flight, the above stops assumed that a Type I trajec-
tory is F.eneratt.d }'lt'C'al.l.qt_ thrust is constra4-ned--t-o-maximum value during
climb and idle #,lut, cl::riI1} ', descent, II thrust is free, then a Type 2
._-'-___ult, with no cru|s,, portion. For this c_so, the steps
required to estimate ,-ruist, di._tm_ce d ;rod final cruist, cost, wt, ight, and
c
ellergy can be elimlnnted,
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Cruise Cost Estimation
The first climb and descent profiles are generated with _ = _e(Eeopt)
for free thrust or I = 1.01 _c(Ecopt) for fixed thrust. The resultlng
range of the opLimum profile has a given value defined as Rma x. An example
is shown for _ - 1.01 _c(Eopt) in Fig. A.9. If the total range desired
is greater than Rmax, then the climb associated wi_h _ = _c(Ecopt) is
used, the required cruise distance is computed, and the descent profile
is recomputed to produce the correct overall range.
If =he desired range is less than Rmax, % is next set to a value
corresponding to a cruise altitude Just over i0,000 ft. (This typically
has the value _ = 1.3 - 1.5 _c). The optimum profile is recomputed, and
the associated range is referred to as Rmi n, (See Fig. A. 9)
If the desired range is between Rmi n and Rmax, then an i=erative
process is used to obtain _(Ec) and the associated desired range. Itera-
tions are stopped when the total range traveled is within some E of the
desired range. (In OPTIM, E is set at 5 n.mi.)
If the cruise altitude is fixed, or a step climb is used between two
fi%ed altitudes, then _ is set to _(Ecopt) corresponding to the fixed
alti_u_de____/n__e, no iteration on _ is required,
_......
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APPENDIX B
OPTIM SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION
This section contains an explanation of the data storage for program
OPTIM. Following that is an explanation of the main program, its two
principal subprograms, an_ then the remaining subroutines and functions
in alphabetical order.
Data Storage
The major part of the data communications between subroutines in
OPTIM is through labelled common statements. There are ten such commons.
Their names and a short description of each are:
CCDE
CONST
CRUISE
DESCRP
ERROR
GRAPH
INPUT
TOA
TRIJET
TWINJT
WINDP
Cruise, climb, descent variables.
Constants.
Cruise table and associated variables.
Assorted variables.
Error traceback information.
Data to be written to Unit iI and associated variables.
Includes the final climb and descent trajectories.
All input parameters.
Time-of-arrival and step climb variables.
Engine data, tri-jet.
Engine data, twln-jet.
Wind input data and associated parameters.
As a convenleaee_ the CDC UPDATE capability is used to insert COMMON
statements into source decks. This facilitates changing items in COMMON
Lth no loss of program portability, because UPDATE produces a compile file
which is directly listable, edltable, and compilable by any standard
FORTRAN.
Subroutines
Following are more detailed descriptions of the main program OPTIM
and its subroutines and functions.
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MAIN PROCRAN- OPTIN
This program synthesizes a fixed range, minimum fuel or direct operating
cost trajectory. The overall proceas is explained in Section IV and
Appendix A. The main program calls a subroutine (ALLIN) which reads all
required input, and then calls the principal control subroutine (OPTM56).
Subroutines called: Commons used:
ALLIN None
OPTM56
OPTM56
OPTM56 controls the main program computations. It first calls
CHEKIN to check that all input quantities are within reasonable limits.
It may then call OPTTOA to execute a run with fixed time-of-arrival, if
ICTAB _ 2. Otherwise, it calls in sequence PROFIL to compute the optimum
requested profile, STEP to adjust the trajectory to include a step climb,
if appropriate, and PRFTBL to output the results of the optimization. If
any error has ocurred during the computation, TRACIT is called to output
the traceback information.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
CHEKIN CCDE
OPTTOA CRUISE
PRFTBL DESCRP
PROFIL ERROR
STEP GRAPH
TRACIT INPUT
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OPTTOA
This subroutine serves as the program executive when synthesizing a
vertical flight path which requires minimum fuel to achieve a fixed range
in a fixed time-of-arrival. The logic is similar to that of OPTM56
except the following items are changed:
. An outer loop structure is mechanized to iterate on TC to
achieve the desired tlme-of-arrival TEND. This is illustrated
by the block diagram in Fig. 4, Chapter IV. TC is initially
set to zero, and the minimum fuel trajectory is generated.
The time this trajectory takes, TTIMEo, is compared to TEND,
and the subsequent logic depends on whether TTIME ° is greater
or less than TEND.
.
If TTIME ° is less than TEND, a special trajectory is next gene-
rated with the cruise speed set at that value where minimum fuel
rate (max/L/D) is achieved. This represents the upper bound on
length of flight time that is practical without using path
stretching or a holding pattern. If this trajectory takes TTIME l,
then TEND is compared to TTIME I. If TEND is greater than TTIME I,
the program stops. If TTIME o < TEND < TTIMEI, the cost of time
TC is negative, and iterations on TC continue until TTIME n is
within i0 sec of TEND.
o
If TTIME ° is greater than TEND, the cost-of-time TC is positive.
Iterations on TC continue until TTIME is within 10 sec of TEND.
n
The logic uses the previous three values of TC to fit a quadratic
curve to TTIME as a function of TC. The desired value TEND is then used
to obtain the next trail value of TC. The program stops if convergence
has not been achieved after nine trials.
Subroutines called :
MATINV
P RFTBL
PROFIL
STEP
Commons used:
CCDE
CONST
CRUISE
DESCRP
ERROR
INPUT
TOA
WINDP
%
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ALLIN reads all input, including the cruise table if necessary. It
calls WINDIN to read the wind in. ALLIN also outputs the input data and
lists the optlons chosen.
Subroutines called: Co_nons used:
BANNKR CCDE
PAGE CRUISE
SERCHI CONST
TRACIT DESCRP
WINDIN ERROR
INPUT
WINDP
ATLOW
This subroutine generates the atmospheric density (in ib sec2/ft4),
atmospheric pressure (In Ib/ft2), atmospheric temperature (in degrees
Kelvin) and speed of sound (in ft/sec) at a given altitude below 20,000
meters (65,617 feet). It also makes the appropriate modifications in
atmospheric density and speed-of-sound to account for variations in
standard day temperature (represented by the input DTEMP). The 1962
standard atmosphere is used. This version of the proBram does not
calculate a new atmosphere when called at successive times at the same
altitude.
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BANNER is a subroutine used to write the title, date, and time of day
at the beginning of a run.
Subroutines called: Common used:
DATE _ None
CDC-snppliedfTIME
BLOCK DATA - DATTRI
This block data contains the engine data used wlth the tri-Jet aircraft
model. Three cables are used to describe idle thrust, idle fuel flow, and
maximum continuous engine pressure ratio (EPR).
Subroutines called: Counnon used:
None TRIJET
BLOCK DATA - DATTWN
This block data contains numerical characteristics of the turbofan
engine used with the twin-jet aircraft model. Seven tables are used to
describe idle thrust and fuel flow for bleed valves open and closed,
altitude of surge bleed valve closure, maximum EPR for climb and cruise,
and Mach number corrections.
Subr_icines called: Common used:
_____I_ne TWINJT
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CDRAG
This subroutine calls the appropriate routine to compute the aircraft
drag coefficient CD based on the particular aircraft model selected by
the input variable IAC. Currently, two models are availablep but logic
is present to use up to four different aircraft.
Subroutines called:
CDRAGI*
CDKAG2
CDKAG3
CDKAC_*
Commons used:
None
* not included with program
CDBAG2
This subroutine computes the drag coefficient CD for some given
Math number EM and lif_ coefficient CL for a medium range tri-jet trans-
por_ aircraft model. The value is computed from the coefficients of a
polynom/al stored in the array COEFF.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
POLY2 None
CDRAG3
This subrouclne computes the drag coefficient CD for some given
Math number EM and lift coefficient CL for a medium range =win Jet trans-
port aircraft model. CD _s computed by polynomial evaluatlon, including
interpolation of the polynomial and l=s first derlva=ive in certain
regions, as necessary.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
POLY2 None
%
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CHEKIN ........
CHEKIN tests several of the input quantities, such as the weight
and time inputs, to ensure that they are within reasonable limits.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
None INPUT
CLIFTT
CLIFTT calls the appropriate routine to compute the aircraft lift
coefficient for the particular a/rcraft model selected by the input
variable IAC. Currently_ two models are available, but logic is present
to use up to four different aircraft.
Subroutines called:
CLIFf1*
CLIFT2
CLIFT3
CLIFT4*
_ _ommons used:
None
* not included with program.
,d
I,%;
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CLIFT2 ....
This subroutine computes the lift coefficient CL for a medium range
tri-Jet transport aircraft as a function of Ksch number EH, altitude H,
and angle-of-attack ALPHAP. The lift coefficient consists of three terms:
cL - % (b ic) + CLO+
The first term CL (basic) is a polynomial function of angle-of-attack 4.
The value of this term is checked against the buffet boundary expressed
as a polynomlal of Math number. The second term CLO is a polynomlal of
Math number with altitude as the parameter. The third term CL_ is also
a polynomial of Math number. The coefficients of the polynomial are fit
for different altitudes.
Subroutines called:
POLYL _
Commons usad
None
CLIFT3
This subroutine computes the lift coefficient CL for a medium range
twin jet transport aircraft as a function of Math number EM, altitude H,
and angle-of-attack ALPHA, The llft coefficient consists of three terms:
CL ffi CL (basic) + CLo + CLa
The first term CL (basic) is a function of angle-of-attack. The second
term CLo is a function of altitude and Math number. The third term CLa
is also a function of altitude and Math number. These terms are determined
by table lookup.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
DBI_.SRC None
•--S_RCH_ _
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CLIMB
Thi_ subroutine controls the computation of the climb portion of
the fligh_ profile. CLIMB calla FULEST to estimate the fuel use during
climb. It then uses the associated I from the cruise table computation
to optimize the climb trajectory. The optimization is calculated in
FCLMB6 at a series of energy steps. The energy step size is computed
in ESTEP, and the incremental time, distance, fuel used, aud associated
quantities are computed in STEPEN at each step. All climb variables
are stored a= each step for later output and, if desired, plotting.
After the climb is completed, the actual fuel use is found. If
the estimated and actual fuel use differ by more then 200 pounds, the
climb is recomputed with the I associated with the new weight. Only
one iteration of climb is permitted.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
ATLOW CCDE
ESTEP CONST
FCLMB6 DES CRP
FIAS ERROR
FULEST GRAPH
ICLOCK INPUT
PRWT WINDP
SGLSRC
STEPEN
WLEFHV
CRUISR
CRUISR is used in the step climb option only. It is assumed that the
aircraft cruises from weight WI to W 2 (with W I bein8 greater than W2, in
the initial pre-step climb cruise table). CRUISR returns cost, energy,
fuel use rate and Mach number at the new cruioe weight W 2. It also
computes distance travelled in going from W 1 to W 2.
Subroutines called:
S ERCND
Commons used:
CCDE
CRUISE
DESCRP
ERROR
TOA
7_
7
i
CRUISX
CRUISX looks up in the crulsetable, and returns the flight para-
meters associated with cruslng for a horizontal distance of RANGEX,
starting at weight W I. On later entries, it computes the effect of
cruslng an increment of RANGEX from the previously computed position
(without looking up a new weight).
Subroutines called: Commons used:
CTABLE CCDE
SERCHD CRUISE
SERCHI DESCRP
ERROR
8O
CRZOP5
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
.OF,POOR QUALITY
This subroutine generates the cruise table. The cruise table includes
the m,imlmum cruise cost _(N), altitude h, and airspeed V as functions of
weight W. For each given weight W, the optimum cruise cost, altitude and
speed are computed as follows:
i. For some given altitude h:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
determine the minimum drag speed VmD,
compute the maximum thrust T available for this
speed and altitude, max
if Tma x is greater than D and VmD proceed; otherwise
the ceiling has already been reached, and proceed to 2.
compute the lower and upper permissible speeds V and
Vb, where the maximum thrast curve intersects the drag curve.
minimize the following cost function,
min Cf f + Ct
@ = Va,V b Vg '
where
Cf = the fuel cost in $/ib,
= fuel flow rate in ib/hr,
Ct = time cost in $/hr,
V = ground speed in ft/sec.
g
Steps (a)-(c) are represted for all permissible altitudes
ranging from i0,000 ft to either HMAX or the maximum ceiling.
For a fixed altitude run, values are calculated for only the
input altitude. For fixed TOA, the minimum altitude is 20,000 ft.
2. Determine the minimal cruise cost l* (W) and its associated h
and V as follows:
%* (W) = min
h
(For a fixed altitude run, this minimization step is omitted.)
Steps (i) and (2) are repeated for different weight 'values starting with
WEIGHT and decreasing in steps of DEW through WN.
%
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During a fixed time-of-arrival run, on the second iteration (L_FD=I),
this subroutine performs the same process to determine the airspeed at each
altitude and cruise weight where fuel flow rate f is minimized. This
occurs at near maximum llft/drag
The output of CRZOP5 may be written on Unit 8 which can then be
stored for later use. The output is also printed cn Unit 6.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
FIASM CCDE
FMIN2 CRUISE
FOPT CONST
JTRUNC DESCRP
LSQPOL ERROR
PAGE INPUT
SERCHI WINDP
TOA
CTABLE
CTABLE looks up and returns the set of parameters in =he cruise
table corresponding to weight WCRUZ.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
SERCHD CCDE
CRUISE
DESCRP
ERROR
%
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Thls function performs a double table lookup. Given a function f(x,y),
this function interpolates the appropriate arrays to obtain approximate
values of f(A,B). The four points which surround (A,B) are first found,
and the function is evaluated at each. Then these values are interpolated,
flrst on x and then on y, to obtain the approximate solution.
Subroutines called:
SERCHI
Counnons used:
None
DESCND
DESCND controls the computation of the descent portion of the flight
profile. It firs_ calls WATEST to estimate the remaining cruise range,
cruise fuel, and descent fuel. After this point, the computation is
similar to that of CLIMB. ESTEP specifies energy step increments, at
each of which the trajectory is optimized within FDESCN6. STEPEN is
called to calculate additional dependent parameters at each step, and
all quantities are stored for later output and retrieval. In addition,
DESCND computes cumulative descent cost and total cost (climb plus
descent) at each step,
If DESCND has been called during a constrained descent (DESPC), it
saves in COMMON the value of the altitude and fuel use at which the
unconstrained descent crosses the critical altitude, HCABSL.
Subroutines called: Conunons used:
CTABLE CCDE
ESTEP CONST
FDSCN6 DESCRP
ICLOCK ERROR
PRWT GRAPH
SERCHI INPUT
STEPEN W'INDP
WATEST
e_
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DESPC
_hls subroutine modifies the final portion of '_he cruise and descent
profile to include the sink rate constraint HDOTC from cruise altitude
down to altitude HCABSL. DF._PC first determines where the descent crosses
HCABSL. It then generates a new, constrained upper portion of the descent
_th a ramped Math number and constant sink rate; it modifies the descent
table accordingly. Finally, DESPC calls VOPTRJ to join climb m_d descent
with a new cruise segment.
Subroutlnes called: Commons u_ed:
ATLOW CCDE
DESCND CONST
FIASM CRUISE
FOPT DA.",$CRP
I CLOCk, GR_'.PH
TRIM ERROR
VOP INPUT
VOPTR2 WINDP
WIND
DRAGC
This function computes the drag coefficient CD as a function of
Mach number and lift coefficient CL, using subroutine CDRAG and theweight,
aircraft and atmospheric parameters previously stored in common. It
assumes lift equals weight to compute CL.
Subroutines called: COMMONS Used:
CDP_C CCDE
DESCRP
INPUT
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ENGEPR
This subroutine calls the appropriate routine to compute the aircraft
maximum thr_t and EPR, the thrust associated with the i_put EPR, and the
fuel flow rate. The engine modal is a_soclated with the particular air-
craft model selected by the input variable IAC. Currently, two models
are available, but logic is presented to use up to four different aircraft.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
ENGEPI* None
ENGEP2
ENGEP3
ENGEP4*
* not included in program
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This subroutine generates the thrust THRUST and the fuel flow rate
FDOT for some given altitude H, Math nu=ber EMAKNO and EPR setting. First
EPRMX, the maximum continuous EPR, is determined by table look-up for
so=_ given temperature Ta and altitude H, where
Ta = T(1 +.Y i! (EMAKNO)2) 2 _ 273.15.
2
Here, T is the temperature corresponding to altitude H, after temperature
variation correction, and
7 = 1.4, the ratio of specific heats.
The EPR setting is limited to EPR_EPR_LX for cruise and EPR _ EPRMX - .1
for climb or descent.
Second, (FN/ge) is computed from a polynomial. Then, the thrust is
computed as,
THRST = 3(Sam) (FN/6e).
This is the thrust for the medium range tri-jet transport aircraft model.
Here, _am is thn pressure ratio
__--_=9----
am P "
O
Here, P is the atmospheric pressure corresponding to altitude H, and P
O
the atmospheric pressure at sea level. A factor of three is used since
there are three engines.
is
Finally, =he fuel flow rate FDOT is computed as:
FDOT = 3*WFC * _a *Kc
where
K
C
= .00 223181 Ta + .9675897,
6 a = 6am(l +_21 (EMAKNO)2) 7/Y-I .
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Also w WFC is the fuel-flow rate computed as a polynomial of EPR, where the
coefficients of the polynomial depend on both altitude and Mach number.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
ATLOW CCDE
DBLSRC ERROR
POLYEI INPUT
TRIJET
%
°
m
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This subroutine generates the thrust THRUST and the fuel flow rate
FDOT for some give_ altitude H, Mach number EM and EPR setting. First
EPRMX, the maximum continuous EPR, is determined by table look-up,
<Tables 5 and 7 in Block Data) for some given temperature Ta and altitude
H, where
Ta = T(I + 7-21 (EM) 2) - 273.15.
}{ere, T is the temperature corresponding to altitude H, after temperature
variation correction, and
7 = 1.4, the ratio of specific heats.
The EPR setting is limited to EPR 5_ EPRMC.
Second, (FN/8 e) is computed from a polynomial. Then, the thrust is
computed as,
THRST = 2(6am) (FN/6 e) ,
where _ is the pressure ratio
am
P
am P
o
Here, P is the atmospheric pressure corresponding to altitude H, and Po is
the atmospheric pressure at sea level. A factor of two is used since there
are two engines.
Finally, the fuel flow rate FDOT is computed. A polynomial is used
to calculate WFC for a given EPR and altitude. At values of EPR < 1.6,
there is also a correction for Math number (Table i0 in Block Data). Then,
FDOT =
where
K
c
_a
2 *WFC * _a *Kc ,
= .0022 T + 0.97 ,
= _am (l + 7-1 (EM)2)7/7-12
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Subroutines called:
DBLSRC
POLY2
SGLSRC
Colmoua ttssd:
CCDE
EI_OP
_UT
TWINST
w
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ENGIDL
ENGIDL Is called during descent to compute thrust and fuel flow rate
for idle EPR. It does this through table look-up for the appropriate
aircraft.
Subroutines called" Commons used:
DBLS RC ERROR
SGLSRC TRIff_T
TWINJT
ESTCD
This subroutine calls the appropriate routine to estimate cruise
range before descent based on the particular aircraft model selected by
the input variable IAC. Currently, two models are available_ but logic
is present to use up to four different aircraft.
Subrcutlnes called: Commons used:
ESTCDI* None
ESTCD2
ESTCD3
ESTCD4*
* not included with program
ESTCD2
This subroutine estimates cruise range for the tri-Jet, using a
polynomial derived from experience with the trajectory computation. FoE
the optimal profile, this polynomial gives a value of 115 nautical miles.
For suboptimal profiles, it is less.
Subroutines called:
POLYEI
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ESTCD3
This subroutine estimates czuise range for the twin-Jet. For an
optimal flight, it estimates this range to be the difference between
total ran@e-to-go and climb plus the estimated descent range of 90 mi]ea.
For the suboptimal cased the cruise range is computed aa a function of
cruise energy and d_/d(energy).
Subroutines called:
3GLSRC
Commons used:
CCDE
CRUISE
GRAPH
DESCt_
INPUT
ESTDF
This subroutine calls the appropriate routine to estimate the descent
fuel based on the particular aircraft model selected by the input variable
IAC. Currently, two models are available, but logic is present to use up
no four different aircraft.
Subroutines called:
ESTDFI*
ESTDF2
ESTDF3
ESTDF4*
not included with program
Commons used:---
None
ESTDF2
w
m
This subroutine estimate descent fuel lor the trl-Jet, using an
empertcally determined polynomial.
Subroutines called:
None
Commons used:
DESCRP
%
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ESTDF3
ESTDF3 estimates descent fuel for the twin-Jet model as a function
of the difference in energy between top of descent and lauding. Different
empirically derived functions are used depending on whether the single
control or dual. control case is being computed.
Subroutinz_ called: Commons used:
POLY2 CCDE
CONST
DESCRP
INPUT
ESTEP
This subroutine computes the next energy step size during climb
and descent. The nominal step is DENRGY, but this may be reduced when
within 3000 feet of the esti,_ated cruise energy. ESTEP also sets the
quantities NEARCZ (withln,,,_000-feet of cruise) and IOPT (two-control
flag only).
Subroutines called: Commons used:
None CCDE
DESCRP
INPUT
r_
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FBOUND
This function evaluates the drag force D in ib (using function DRAGC)
if IDRAG is set equal to i, and the absolute value of maxlmt-- thrust (TMAX)
minus drag if IDRAG is equal to 2. To determine the maximum thrust, it
calls the subroutine ENGEPR with thrust setting TMAX set equal to its
maximum value.
The output is:
FBOL_D = D in ib, if IDKAG -- 1
Iz x-DI,ifI RAC2
Sabrou_ines called: Commons used:
DRAGC CCDE
ENGEPR DES CRP
ERROR
INPUT
6
FCLIMB
This function evaluates the Hamiltonian for climb and descent for
give_ values of airspeed %_AS, energy E, and EPR se_ting. The
=a_l-titude is obtained by
H = E - V2/2g.
The atmospheric parameters and the aircraft ground speed V are found.
g
The drag D is obtained by calling function DRAGC with Mach number and
aircraft weight as inputs. The Hamiltonian is then evaluated by calling
FTHRST.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
ATLOW CCDE
DRAGC CONST
FTHRST DESCRP
ERROR
INPUT
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!FCLMB6
This function minimizes the Hamiltonian for climb. First SPLMT
is called to calculate speed limits at the _iven altitude, and then
the appropriate permissible region for minimization is computed. Then
PCL_6 calls FMIN and FCLIMB for minimization over speed. It also calls
FMIN and FTHRST for minimization over EPR setting, if required for the
. two-control case (I_l=l).
Subroutines called: Commons used:
FCLIMB CCDE
_!!. FDP_.G DE SCRP
FMIN ERROR
FTHRST INPUT
PILIMT
SPL_/
FCOST
This function evaluates the cost of flight per nautical mile, in
dollars (cost of fuel and time) when IMFD is set equal to 0. It
determines fuel flow rate in Ib/hr if IMFD is set equal to 1. To do
so, FCOST calls first TRIM to obtain the trim condition for constant
speed level flight at a given altitude H and the Math number EM.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
TRIM CCDE
WIND DESCRP
ERROR
INPUT
WINDP
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FDRAG
This subroutine computes the drag D for some given true airspeed VTAS,
energy E and aircraft weight W if IDRAG - i. It computes T - DD if IDRAG ¢ i.
Function DRAGC is used in computing D. The subroutine ENGEPR is called
for computing T.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
ATLOW CCDE
DRAGC DESCRP
ENGEPR ERROR
INPUT
FDSCN6
This function minimizes the Hamiltonian for descent. First SPLMT
is called to calculate the speed limits at the given altitude, and then
FDSCN6 calls FMIN and FCLIMB for minimization over speed. In the
slngle-control case, this is all that is required. In the two-control
case, FDSCN6 goes on to minimize over EPR setting as well.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
FCLIMB-- CCDE
FDRAG DESCRP
FMIN ERROR
FTHRST INPUT
PILIMT
SPLMT
FIAS
FIAS returns Math number as a function of indicated airspeed (in
feet per second) and atmospheric pressure.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
None None
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$/'ANDARD RE_'ERENCE MATERIAL 10_.'_
{ANSI and ISO TEST CHART No 2}
FLASH
FIASM returns indicated airspeed in knots as a function of Math
number and atmospheric pressure.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
None CONST
FMIN
This func=ion minimizes the uuimodal function F(X) so that x is
within 1/144 of the range between input boundaries by a Fibonacci search_
where 144 is the eleventh Fibonacci number.
FMIN2
This function mlnimizes the unlmodal function F(X) so that x Is
withi 9 1/34 of the input range by a Fibonaccl search where 34 is the
eighth Fibonacci number.
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FLILEST
FULEST calls tile appropriate routine to estimate the climb fuel
use for th,., particular aircraft model selected '_y the input varLable
IAC. Currently, two models are available, but logic is present to use
up to four differvnt aircraft.
Subroutln,.,s cal lc, d : Comn_ns used :
FUI.EST 1 * None
FUI,EST2
Flq.S'r 3
FLq,ES'I'4*
* not included with program
Ftll.g,q'l'2
This subroutine is used to estimate thv climb fuel and th_ aircraft
wt, lght WCRLK' at the begttmtng ol cruise for tile trt-Jet aircraft. WC.R[IZ
is needed to interpolate tile cruise t_lble to obtain initial cruise
wllues of energy, altltutleo and cost.
The rout iue u,qe.q cost of fuel FC, cost of time TL'0 tnitt_l weight WTO,
m_d crui._t', ent, rgv minus tuit ial vnergv to estimate fuel.
SubrouI t tlL',_ ¢_! l led : Colnnlotls used :
Wt.l-: Ft_V C CDE
DESCRP
ERROR
lNPLI|'
FULST3
This subroutine is used to estimate the climb fuel and the air-
craft weight WCRUZ at the beginning of cruise for the twin-Jet aircraft.
The routine uses cost of fuel FC, cost of time TC, initial weight WTO,
and cruise energy _inus initial energy to estimate fuel.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
POLY2 CCDE
WLEFh_ DESCRP
ERROR
INPUT
ICLOCK
This subroutine resolves TIME in seconds into hours IHR, minutes IMI_
and seconds ISEC. For example, 4521 seconds is resolved into 1 hour 15
minutes and 21 seconds.
JTRUNC
This subroutine finds the last point of a monotonically decreasing
series.
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This subroutine makes a least square polynomial fit for y as a function
of x. The arrays x(.), y(.) contain correapondinB points of the independent
variable and the value of th_ function. The total number of points in the
set is specified by N, the degree of polyncmial to be fitted is specified
by M - 1 (e.g. M = 3 for quadratic fit), and the coefficients of the poly-
nomial are stored in the array B(') in the following order_
y - B(3)x*x+ B(2) x + s (i).
LSQPOL uses the subroutine MATINV. Common used is ANE206
MATIWV
This subroutine inverts a matrlx A and stores the result in A. The
dimension of the matrix is specified by M. The common used is ANE206.
NICER
This subroutine takes minimum and maximum values of the optimum
trajectory variables and computes appropriate boundaries for the printer
plots.
NICER uses no other subroutines.
PACE
This subroutine advances the printout to the top of the next page.
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TlzLz_ _ubrout [n¢' ¢omput¢_ P, t|l_' pt'r¢Otltagv o1[ v,'trf, at. _o:i t_om _'Upt"
"l'hv vttlt_, of P is computed by a local polynomial lit to the _ x,z, rstm R
cur_x,_ which have two points to begin (ILzaln, 1.5_, or _.3_,_ and (Rmax, 1.01_1,
or 1.0¢). Subseqtwnt ltrratlon tot synthe$1ting tile fixed r_mge traJect:orv
lucreanes tile number of points. Tile vnlut, of R aud its corresponding
pvrcvutagv ol vartatto_l are stored ttl the arrays RANCF m_d C respect txx. ls'.
Tilt' tog;_l i_tmlbvt ot poiut,q ,it any ttcratiou is specified by IPC.
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This function evaluates the absolute value of T - D for some given
EPR setting, altitude, l_ach number and drag. It Imposes a heavy penalty
if the function is outside the boundary. Specifically, this penalty
occurs for climb If it is outside the region where T < D. The penalty
occurs for descent, if it is in the reglon where T • D.
Subroutines called :
ENGEPR
Connnons used_
CCDE
DESCRP
ERROR
INPUT
POLYE1
This function evaluates the polynomial
Y - b(1) + b(2) X + b(3)x 2 = ...b(M)X m'l
FOLY2
POLY2 evaluates the polynomial
n-i
Z = Cll + c12x 2 + ... ClmX2
n-I
÷ c21x I + c22xlx2 + ... C2nXlX 2
÷ Iol
=-
m-I m-i m-i n-i
+ Cm3X l + cm2x I x2 + ... + CmnX I x2
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PRETBL
PRETBL prints out the cruise performance table for the lower cruise
segment of a step climb flight. It uses the lower cruise table which
was saved previously by subroutine STEP.
Subroutines called:
FIASM
ICLOCK
SERCHI
WIND
Commons used:
CCDE
CRUISE
CONST"
DESCRP
ERROR
GRAPH
INPUT
TOA
WINDP
PRFTBL
This subroutine writes the optimum climb and descent trajectory
variables. _t also writes the cruise performance table. In a step
climb run, PRFTBL calls PRETBL to write the lower cruise segment and
STEPUP to write the step climb trajectory.
When the input quantity IGRAF is non-zero, this routine writes a
dataset on Unit Ii for storage by the user. This dataset may be used
for subsequent graphing. If IGRAF is greater than one, PRTPLT is called
to produce printer plots.
Subroutines called: Comons used:
CRUISR CCDE
CRUISX CRUISE
FIASM CONST
ICLOCK DESCRP
PAGE ERROR
PRETBL GRAPH
PRTPLT INPUT
STEPUP WINDP
WIND
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PROFIL
This subroutine controls the trajectory calculations. For a normal
entry, it calls CRZOP5 to calculate the cruise table and then calls PRSUM
to print out the cruise summary table. PROFIL then goes through the
following sequence.
i.
2.
3.
.
.
6.
1
.
9.
If this is a two-part trajectory, go to step 2. Otherwise,
call CLIMB to generate the climb trajectory.
If this is a constrained descent, go to step 9.
Call DESCND to synthesize the descent profile, based on
an estimated landing weight.
Call VOPTRJ to estimate the cruise distance and fuel and to
revise the landing weight.
Call DESCND to generate the refined descent trajectory.
Call VOPTP, J to generate the overall trajectory, including
the total ground track distance covered by the trajectory.
If this is a three-part, free altitude, non time-of-arrival run,
call PCCHP5 to test this distance against the desired range R.
If PCCMP5 returns with flag IRETRN, indicating that the trajec-
tory has either been synthesized or cannot be, PROFIL returns to
its calling program. If the trajectories to determine Rml n and
Rma x have not been synthesized, return to Step i. If the re-
quired distance is within the irterval (Rmin, Rmax) , return to
Step i. Otherwise if R is greater than RMAX, return to step 4.
If PCCMP5 i_ not called, PROFIL _Imply returns.
It a constrained descent is desired, call DESPC to calculate
a new de_cent, and then return.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
CLIMB PCC_5 CCDE ERROR
CRZOP5 PRSL_! CONST INPUT
DESCND VOPTRJ CRUISE
DESPC DESCRP
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PRSUM
PRSUM calculates and prints out the cruise summary table.
calculates the su_a,_ed cruise time and distance tables.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
ATLOW CCDE
PAGE CRUISE
WIND DESCRP
ERROR
INPUT
WINDP
It also
PRTPLT
The subroutine calls subroutine PICTUR to generate printer plots
of the optimum trajectory variables when the flag IGRAF is set greater
than 1 in the subroutine PRFTBL. Labels to appear on plots are stored
In array NOTES (8) which provides eight lines of ten characters each.
The maximum and minimum values are calculated in subroutine PRFTBL and
scaled in subroutine NICER.
For IGRAF = 2, Math no, flight path angle, altitude and
fuel are plotted versus range.
IGRAF _ 2, all variables are plotted versus range and time.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
NICER GRAPll
PICTUR INPUT
I05
PRWT
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This subroutine prints the estimated conditions at top of climb.
Subr._utines called:
None
Co_ns used:
CCDE
CONST
ERROR
SERCHD
The array TX(.) is monotonically decreasing.
the index x such that
This subroutine searches
TX£ _ x_ TX£+ 1 ,
and returns both £ and pf where
TX£ - x
Pf = TX_ - TX£+ I'
SERCI-1I
The array TX(') is monotonically increasing. This subroutine searches
the index L such that
TX_ x_ TX(+ 1 ,
and returns both _ and pf where
pf =
x - TX_
TX£+ 1 - TX£
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SGLSRC
This function evaluates a single function F at the point A. This
is done by linear interpolation to obtain A*s locatiou in the array X
and using the tabulated values of F(X).
Subroutines called: Commons used:
SERCHI None
SPLHT
SPLMT controls the speed limits for the aircraft during climb and
descent. Different limits are applied during flight in the lowest
10000 feet and the last 3000 feet. Limits also depend on the type of
aircraft.
Subrouclnes called: _ Commons used:
ATLOW CCDE
FIAS CONST
SGLSRC DESCRP
ERROR
INPUT
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STEP
STEP controls the loglc for the step climb option. It is called
(by either OPTM56 or OPTTOA) after an initial optimum profile is computed.
STEP then saves the initial cruise table and calls CRZOP5 to calculate a
new cruise table at an altitude 4000 feet higher.
Function FMIN2 is then used to find an optimum trajectory consisting
of a lower cruise segment, a step climb, and an optimum two-part cruise
and descent segment. (See the description of STEPOPT for details of the
function being minimized.) The new trajectory is only accepted if its
total cost is less than the flight profile without the step clin_,.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
CRUISR CCDE
CRZOP5 CRUISE
FMIN2 DESCRP
PRSD_! ERROR
: SER_HD INPUT
STEPOPT GRAPH
.... STEPUP - TOA
STEPEN
Subroutine STEPEN computes the trajectory variables associated with
a single energy step. It finds the altitude at the new energy level,
updates the weather with ATLON, finds the fuel flow from ENGEPR, and
calculates time, distance, velocity, and flight path angle.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
ATLOW CCDE
ENGEPR CONST
FIAS DESCRP
FIASM ERROR
WIND INPUT
WINDP
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STEPOPT
This function calculatesa step cllmb trajectory. Input (from
FMIN2) is the distance to be flo_m in the lower cruise table. STEPOPT
then cruises this distance, calls STEPUP for a ramped Math number
climb at full power, and then calls PROFIL to compute an optimum two--
part trajectory beginning at the top of climb. The final value of the
function is the total cost of the four part trajectory conslstln8 of
lower cruise, step climb, upper cruise and descent.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
CRUISR CCDE
PROFIL CRUISE
SERCND DESCRP
SERCHI ERRCR
STEPUP INPUT
WLEFHV TOA
STEPUP
This subroutine computes a ramped Mach number climb at full power.
The climb is from altitudes HALT to _ICRU in steps of DELTAH.
Subroutines called:
ATLOW
DRAGC
ENGEPR
FIASM
WIND
Cor_non_ used:
CCDE
CONST
CRUISE
DESCRP
ERROR
INPUT
TOA
WINDP
TRACIT
In case of error, this subroutine provides a "walk back" through
the subroutine calling hierarchy. If the subroutine is set up to
recognize the computation or logic to be In error, then TRACIT can
be used to find the source of the error.
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fTRIM
ORIGINAL PAC4E IS
OF POOR QUALITY
This subroutine is used to compute the trim conditions for
medium range transport aircraft. This subroutine compute_ angle-oi-
attack _ and thrust 1' to keep the aircraft in trim for constant speed
h, vel flight0 for a given a!tttude and for a given Naeh number.
With _ the flight path magle, the equations of mo¢ton !n gh¢ horlgoutal
and vertical directions are as follows:
W idv/dt) - T cos _x - D - W sln
g
h'
v(d_/,it) -
g T sin _ + 1, - W cos
For a trluu,od ¢onditlon:
idv/dt) - (d_/dt) - O.
'l'ho two equattoua ave combined to eliminate U, ruat to give the equation:
(Wcosy - t )co._,_- (DsluLX + Walny)si1¢x - O.
This e4vat ion is so|red by iterating with angle-of-attack, c_.
Otwo the aircraft is trimmed, the thrust is t_olvt, d from the drag
'|" " (D + W_in_)/cos_,t .
This |¢quirt, d thrust is matched by ltt, rat tng on values ot power setting
(El'R) and el, l l lug ,_td_lottt ine ENGEPR. (hit, it the correct power _ettlng ts
deter'mined, the enghtt, fuel glow is also knoml.
St,hi'out t _,,s va I led: _.:oiltnontl used •
CDRAt: (X:DL
CI. l VI'T DE,qCRI'
ENGI,/PR ERROR
INI'VI'
|J[O
L , . ....... ;. -.
Wll_,rR.l
Th(_ _zubl out tu.' i-! _ _.l_mPul t,n lIl_, ¢ | Imb lul, l FL'.I,MB, ¢1 llnb t ImL, TCCI_MI_
di._l_111CL, I)I)OWN; (?l e'tllt._¢, (ILL'| I"(:RIII.II. e't't.l|,'_._ _l|:_l_tl_'l' DL_RIIZ. _llid Ctlll_,
linl_" TCRIt'.:: (i) the, f|n_ll _'t-u(_, w/L, lg!ii I_L:RIIZ; (,'_') t|l_' ¢1_1is¢' lu_'l
_'l t lCi_'llcv l".Ig_RLl'." ( II_/iI,111l. ) _Itld ov_,t_|l I t 11_,| _", i i _'it'_Icv I".|:FCNZ (, Ibln.mL. ),
Ib, the, dI_I_111_'_, _'ow,1'_,d 111 ml|_,._, t|i_. I |m_, du1zll i_11 I11 |It: in_iI: _,_,.
di'_I¢¢,III , ,gtl_| l|Ii" _V1'l'_IL | I li1.11,_:L:_1"v,
II vOt"l't_,l t-_ c_1lird dul lu_ _t _t_P climb oPI tln|_'_ll |oil, II IIIcl_d_'.'_
_'I_UISX IdlNI_ L'ONST t;l_Al'It
1:1A._,_I I_'I ._I.'HV _'I_111S|._ INPtl I'
i'A_'I: _'I_1 I'I'1 [_I.:S_'I_P _ I NI_I'
111
_A'|'EST
'l'ht_ _ubroutine t_ used _o _l_Llmnlc Ihc cruise l','luR@_ iuc| burucd
duriug d_,._ceul (FL_,_I4N) _uld tt_q. xtr¢l'_tt l_llldto R wL, IRhl W1.N1X_. For lr_c
cruise attitude opIimlznt lou uSlu_ V told 11, (IV['1 - I) LIlt crui_q rmiR_,
in Zt, l-O, l,'ot optl111i_._itiot! u,_tIlg V OlllV, the' _'t'il[_' di,_t_Itlcl _ I_I 1,,_Linl,,tled
u_In_ _S'l't:l_. |:oi tlxcd Cl"Ut,_L: ,_Itltudq, the cruise dlstauce Ill am_unIcd
(o be the l"_u1_,e miuus tile climb d|_tauci, minu_ _}0. I'I([ll,_X l,_ c_Itl_,d
,_ibrOill (11_,,_ c,'i _ led :
_'I.EI,'IIV
I'CIH."
CI,INS |'
DFSC_I'
CRAI'll
TNI'U I'
TOA
'l'lll'_ ptlbt_utiltt' is 11,_t'd to com|_tII_' c|t111b, ctl11;It', i11ld d_'PCt'ttl
,,ll'Hmc, lll.,_ tot the l tx_,d Ihrxl,_I c_1_¢, LIVl'i - O_ wllt, rc the v_l_uo ol
ct'ul_e cqst t_ v_,1'%" clo_c to the opltmum vntuc. 'rh[._ |Otll ttl_.' i_ t,'l|1._lL'_,l
trom l'Ct_ql'b,
t'lIl_lll l't'l_F
I_I:.'4CND CONg I'
IIESl't" IH"SCRI'
VOPI'R,I t_i I'lllt'," I_oi11I VO|_'I I"._l_Ol(
GRAI'II
|NI'I!/'
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WIND
m
This subroutine computes the wind velocity as a function of altitude.
This is combined with the aircraft velocity with respect to the air mass
to compute ground velocity. Inputs to this program are H, the altitude
in feet; PSIG, the aircraft heading in degrees; VTAS the aircraft air
speed; GAMMa, the angle of attack; VW, and PSIW arrays. The outputs
from this program are VWA, the wind speed, and VG, the aircraft ground
speed.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
SERCHI DESCRP
ERROR
INPUT
WINDP
WINDIN
This subroutine reads in the wind profile (the magnitude and direction
of wind as a function of altitude), The wind magnitude input is in knots
and the program converts it to ft/sec and stores it in the VW array. The
wind direction is stored tn PSIW in degrees. The input represents the
direction the wind is coming from. The program adds 180" to this value
to obtain the vector direction. The altitudes corresponding to these
wind magnitudes and directions are stored in array I_WIND. The wind may
be input as a single profile valid over the entire flight, or as separate
climb, cruise and descent profiles. In the case of a step climb the cruise
profile is used for lower cruise, step climb, and upper cruise segments.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
None INPUT
NINDP
it3
_LEFHV
The purpose of this subroutine is to in:erpolate cruise table results
to obtain cruise cost EIA_S, cruise energy ECRUZ, cruise fuel flow rate
FCRUZ, cruise altitude HCRUZ, and c_Ise airspeed and ground speed VCKTAS
and VGKNT as functions of the input cruise weight WCRUZ.
Subroutines called:
CTABLE
JTRUNC
SERCHD
WIND
Commons used:
CCDE
CONST
CRUISE
DESCRP
ERROR
INPUT
WINDP
WRITE1
This subroutine (a) computes the climb, cruise, descent, or overall
cost for flying the specified segment of the trajectory, where the cost
is the sum of fuel cost and time cost, (b) computes the cost per nautical
mile to fly, (c) resolves the time glven in seconds into hours, minute
and seconds, and (d) writes out the description of the segment (i.e. climb,
cruise, de_cent, total), the fuel used, the distance traversed, the time
duration (in hours, minutes, seconds), the cost for the segment, and the
cost per nautical mile to fly.
Subroutines called: Commons used:
ICLOCK CONST
INPUT
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